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I This chapter reviews the advances made in thermal theory and modeling of 
nonconcentrating and concentrating solar collectors. It attempts not to em

phasize thermal research, which is covered in chapter 8 of this book, nor 
optical aspects (in coatings that affect radiative transfer or in concentrating ~ 

I' collectors), which are covered in chapter 7. An effort is made to describe the h 
I~ current, least speculative understanding of the thermal theory of solar collec;'~ 

tors and of the state-of-the-art modeling. Each major section ends with a 

~ "progress summary" that highlights the progress made since the early 1970s, 
! According to the editor's dictate, this chapter is not to serve as a source of all t 
f: equations needed for thermal modeling, but it should be an up-to-date re
[ source for the relevant references and progress accomplished. The missing 
~. equations and further detail should be sought in the references quoted, where 

~ they can be found in their most original form, unspoiled by any errant 

middleman. 

I
Based on the work of solar collector theory pioneers such as Hottel (see 

Hottel and Woertz 1942; Hottel and Erway 1963),Tabor( 1955, 1958), Whillier 
(1953, 1964a, b), Bliss (1959), and others, the state-of-the-art in the 1960s was 
summarized by Hottel and Erway in the book edited by Zarem and Erway 
(1963), byWhillier (1967) in an ASHRAE book, and in the first edition of the 
book Solar Energy Thermal Processes by Duffie and Beckman (1974). These 

! publications serve as the datum level to which later progress is compared in 
~ 
f, 

this chapter. 
( The rapid progress made in the mid- and late 1970s was summarized in an 
~. updated (1977) version of the ASHRAE book (Liu and Jordan 1977), the 

booklet by Edwards (1977), the book by Kreith and Kreider (1978), the 1980 I 

I edition of the book by Duffie and Beckman, a number of review chapters by 
L6f(1980), Rabl (1980,1981), and Kreith and Kreider (1981) in the volumes 
edited by Dickinson and Cheremisinoff and by Kreider and Kreith, the book 

~ by Garg (1982), and several other books, such as by Howell er al, (1982) and 
~ 
~ Rabl (1985). The number of books and comprehensive reviews on this topic 

diminished precipitously (alongside with the solar energy research budget) in 

the mid-1980s, and newer information is primarily contained in journals and 
conference publications. 

This chapter begins by describing, in section 4.1, the overall thermal balance 

in the collector. The first section then deals in more detail with its various 

components, such as the collector exterior, the window system, enclosed 
insulating spaces, and the absorber and the working fluid. It addresses the 

effect of transient conditions, performance sensitivity to design parameters, 
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and the dilTerences between the modeling of a single collector and or collector 
arrays. At the end of the chapter a state-of-the-art modeling method is outlined. 

4.1 The Thermal Energy Balance for Solar Collectors 

4.1.1 General Description of Solar Collectors 

Types of Nonconcenlrating Solar Collectors Flat platesolarcollectors utilize 
a flat absorber plate to convert the electromagnetic energy of solar radiation 
to heat. To reduce heat losses to the ambient, the insolated front of the 
absorber is usually separated from the ambient by a "window" that allows 
transmittance of solar radiation to the absorber but impedes heat losses from 
the absorber to the ambient. This is usually accomplished by one or more 
panes or glass or plastic transparent to radiation in the solar (shortwave) 
spectrum. These panes are mounted parallel to the absorber, with small air 
gaps between them. The uninsolated back and sides of the collector arc 
insulated by conventional, opaque insulation. Useful heat is taken away from 
the absorber by putting a working fluid in contact with it: either directly by 
!low over or below the absorber (as typically done in air-healing collectors) 
or by flow-through conduits (often simply tubes) in good thermal contact with 
the absorber. Manifolding devices are used to distribute the fluid properly 
over the absorber area at the inlet to the collector and to collect the heated 
fluid into the outlet conduit. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show typical configurations 
of liquid-heating and air-heating flat plate solar collectors, respectively. 

To eliminate the resistance to heat transfer associated with the conduit for 
the heated fluid, a number of flat plate collector designs in which the solar 
radiation is absorbed directly into a flowing layer of the heated fluid ha ve been 
designed and tested. The fluid is made more absorbent to radiation by adding 
solid suspensions or dyes that absorb solar energy. The "black fluid" in the 
designs considered so far either flows as a thin film on the absorber plate or 
passes through transparent tubing. The film or tubing is typically contained 
in a conventional solar collector box separated by one or more transparent 

panes from the environment. 
Cylindrical solar collector are usually constructed in the shape shown in 

figure 4.3. This design allows the use of a relatively thin glass window for 

containing an insulating vacuum between the absorber and this exterior glass 
window. Evacuation of the gap between the absorber and the window reduce 

both convective and conductive heat losses significantly, and reduce them 
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Typical liquid-heating flat plate solar collector.
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Figure 4.2 
Air-heating solar collector configurations: (aj airflow above absorber; (b)airflow above and below 
absorber; (c) airflow below absorber; (d) overlapped plate solar air healer; (e) finned absorber, 
(f) V-corrugated absorber; (g) matrix absorber. 

d. Overlapped plcte solar air healer 

simply a flat plate absorber in the middle of the cylinder attached to a V-tube 
conducting the fluid, In another by Phillips (figure 4.3b) the U-tube is not 
attached to an absorber. In the Owens-Illinois design (figure 4.3c) the fluid is 
fed in through a central small tube and is returned through a concentric 
annulus formed between that tube and a larger cylindrical absorber. Figure 
4.3d shows a design in which a Thermos bottle design is employed for the 
glass vacuum envelope and a copper U-tube is attached to a copper sleeve 
simply inserted into the center. 

Types of Concentrating Solar Collector Receivers In a flat plate collector the 
heat loss area is equal to the insolation collection area. The primary advantage 
of the concentrating solar collector is that the heat loss area (that of the 
receiver) is smaller (up to several thousand times) than the insolation collec
tion area (that of the reflector). This allows higher efficiency for a given useful 
outputtemperature',or a higher temperature for the same efficiency as attained 
by a flat plate solar collector. The various methods of concentrating solar 
radiation will not be discussed here because they are not within the scope of 
this chapter (some discussion of concentrators appears in chapters 2, 3, and 7). 
In general, a concentrator would be considered in the thermal design only if 
it has some thermal effect on the receiver such as in producing a radiative 
exchange surface or in confining or channeling convection. For thermal design 
it is usually sufficient to know the radiative flux incident on the receiver. 

Atthe lower energy collection temperature levels (e.g., < 200°C) the receiver 
configurations are similar to the flat plate collectors shown in figures 4.1 and 
4.2 and to the evacuated cylindrical collectors shown in figure 4.3. In some 
designs using trough (tine-focusing) concentrators, the receiver is simply a 
blackened tube conducting the heated fluid. The tube is often insulated from 
the ambient by a larger concentric glass tube, with a thermally insulating 
annular air gap between the two tubes. The glass tube can also be coated with 
an antireflcctive coating. Cavity receivers and external receivers are most 
often used for the high temperatures typically obtained from point-focusing 
concentrators (dish or distributed mirrors focusing on a central tower; see 
Hildebrandt and Dasgupta 1980; Kreith and Wang 1986; Lior 1986). 

Cavity receiversconsist of an insulated enclosure with an optical aperture 
just large enough to admit the concentrated solar radiation beam, which 
contains on its interior the heated fluid conduits (see McKinnon et al. 1965; 
Grilikhes and Obtemperanskii 1969; Kugath et al. 1979; Strumpf et al. 1982; 
Davis 1982; Wu et al. 1983; Borgesc et al 1984; Harris and Lenz 1985). Its 
geometry has the objective of maximizing the absorption of the incident 
radiation, minimizing heat losses (radiant and convective) from the cavity to 
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the ambient, accommodating the heat exchangers that transfer the radiant 
energy to the heated fluid, and distributing the radiant nux ovcr the surface 
of the heat exchangers properly. Typical cavity receiver configurations are 
shown in figure 4.4. 

Ex/ern"/ rcccillers arc similar to nonconcentrating collectors ill that they 
expose the heated fluid conduits (surface treated to increase absorptancc of 
the radiation) directly to the radiative nux without the radiation-trapping 
benefits of the cavity (see Dunn and Vafaie 1981;Chiang 1982; Durant et al. 
1982; Wu et al. 1983; Yeh and Wiener 1984). They consequently have lower 
efficiencies than cavity receivers but are smaller and more economical to 
manufacture. In a design study such a receiver could be considered for use' 
with the central tower solar concentrator power scheme, as shown in figure4.5. 

To reduce resistance to heat flow and to eliminate the need for exposing 
the fluid conduits to high radiative fluxes and temperatures, a number of 
receiver designs have been proposed, and partially tested, in which the solar 
radiation is absorbed directly into either a falling liquid (molten salt) film 
(figure 4.6; see Bohn 1985; Lewandowski 1985) or into free falling solid 
particles (figure 4.7; see Hruby 1985; Hunt et al. 1985). 

More detail on various collector designs and configurations is given in 
chapter 2 of this volume. 
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External receivers: (a) sodium (General Electric); (b) steam [Durrant et al. 1982).
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Direct absorption molten-salt receiver. Source: Kreiih and Anderson (1985).
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4.1.2 The Thermal Energy Balance 

The description of the thermal theory and modeling of solar collectors will 

start here with the energy conservation equation. Each component will be 
identified and then decomposed into its heat transfer rate subcomponents. 
The progress made in the ability to evaluate these components will be de

scribed in the subsequent sections 4.2 through 4.11. 
In its general form the conservation law states that the rate of energy input 

(E ) is equal to the sum of the rates of useful heat obtained from the collector 
i 

(qu),energy losses from the collector (Ed, and heat storage in the collector (q,):1 

(I)E, == q. + E1 + q•. 

In many cases the thermal capacity of the collector is small, or the transients 

are moderate. In these cases the last term drops out. In steady-state analyses 
the last term is zero, and the rest of the terms are assumed to be quasi-invariant 

with time. 
The radiative energy input ER is composed of the components of the beam 

insolation lb and diffuse insolation ld (lb and ld are measured on a horizontal 
surface at the same location and time) that are normal to the collector surface 

(see figure 4.8), multiplied by the collector window area (Aw ) : 

(2)ER == (Rbl b + Rdld)A w == RI A w ' 

qu 

Figure 4.8
Overall energy bulunce (external envelope control volume) 01a solar collector. Eo is any nonsolur 

heal input 
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where Rb, Rd , and R are the ratios of the beam, diffuse, and total radiation on 

the collector surface to that on the horizontal surface.! respectively; 

lbeR == --_. (3)
b lb' 

Ide 
(4)R == --,

d t, 

R == t, (5)i' 

where the subscript c indicates the collector surface, and 

I == I b + Id • (6) 

I 

The early work by Liu and Jordan (1963) and many subsequent analyses have 

assumed that the diffuse radiation component is directionally isotropic. Pro
gress made since then indicates that circumsolar diffuse radiation can be as 
much as an order of magnitude higher than the diffuse radiation from direc

tions farthest from the sun and that the distribution of diffuse radiation also 
depends significantly 011 the composition of the atmosphere and the cloud 
cover. This consideration is very important in areas where the diffuse com
ponent is a significant fraction of the total solar radiation. Consequently Rd 

at a given geographic location will not only be a function of the tilt of the 

I collector but will also depend on the solar angle. With a clear sky, it is often 
assumed that Rb == Rd == R. 

From the available data it appears that the diffuse component has a spectral 
distribution similar to that of the total solar radiation, with possibly a very 
slight shift to the shorter wavelengths. This allows the assumption in thermal 
modeling that both of the radiation components have the same spectral 
dist ribution. 

Any further discussion of the directional and speclral dependence of insola
tion is beyond the scope of this chapter and is treated in more detail in volume 
2 and in chapter 3 of this book. The preceding comments have been made 
primarily to indicate rhar ihe energy input term is a function of direction and 

wavelength; this fact influences the thermal phenomena in the collector. 

As the radiation qR incident 011 the collector strikes its exterior surface, 
it proceeds to interact with the collector components through one or more 
reflective, absorptive, and transmissive (the Jailer if a transmissive componenl 
is in its way) processes. Absorption of radiation into any of the collector 
components is a process that converts the electromagnetic energy of radia tiou 
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into heat. Reflected and transmitted radiation are still in the original form of 
electromagnetic energy. But since all praclical reflection and lransmission 
processes are accompanied by some amount of absorption, the amount of the 
radiant energy of a beam after reflection or lransmission is always smaller 
than the beam's radiant energy before such interactions have occurred. The 
control volume drawn around the external envelope of the collector (Figure 
4.8) indicates the energy fluxes crossing that envelope, which must satisfy 
conservation regardless of the processes occurring inside the control volume. 
It shows the fraction lost due to reflection from exterior and interior surfaces, 
I,. the fraction reradiated from the exterior and interior surfaces 10 the 
ambient, En' the fraction convected to the cooler ambient, I/c, and the useful 
heat picked up by the heated fluid, 'I ... The energy difference remaining, 1/" is 
the rate of energy storage in the collector structure (with nonsolar energy 
inputs ignored): 

IcAw - I,A w - En - 'Ie - qu = q., (7) 

but 

Ie - I, = (I - p)/e = ale (8) 

(since none of the incident radiation is usually transmitted through the entire 
collector). where p is the reflectance of the collector assembly and a the 
absorptance of the collector assembly. 

Using the notation of equation (I) in equation (7) the total energy loss from 
the collector can be obtained: 

E. = I,A w + E" + q., (9) 

Using equation (8), the reflection loss is separated from the other lerms on the 
right-hand side of equation (9) to yield the following equation for the useful 
heal: 

'Iu = a/eA w - (E" + 'Ie) - 'I.. (10) 

The second term on the right-hand side of equation (101 represents the heat 
losses due to reradiation 10 the ambienl (from the exterior surface of the 
collector), as well as to the fraclion of radiation emitted from the interior 
surfaces and subsequently transmitted into the ambient, and due 10 convection 
from the collector exterior surface 10 the ambient. To solve equation (\0) for 
'Iu' all the terms on the right-hand side must be expressed as known functions 
of given quantities. Thus for a given colleclor component configuration, 

a = a (direction, spectrum, temperature), 

Thermal Thcory a/lU MoUcling of Solar Colleclors 

( = Ie (direction. speClrUm), 

E" = En (temperaturc, and emillance, transmillance, and refieclance at this 
speclrum and temperaturc of all participating eomponcnts of the collector;
lemperature of (he ambient), 

lie = 'Ie (temperalure of the eXlerior surface of the colleelor, temperalure of 
the ambient, lhermophysicaltransporl properties), 

'I, = iJ(1'VC" T)/t!t = lI,(lempen/lure, densily, and volume of each of the col
lector componenls, inclUding the working fiuid; lime). 

It is important to note that a Solulion of (he real problem described by 
equalion (10) requires lhe deter/l1inalion of complele radiative lransfer.-. 
namely, lr;rnsmission, refieclion, and absorption--and of all of the tempera
lures in the entire collector slruclure. 

Electrical circuit analogies have been used to aid in clarifying the energy 
balance as well as the internal energy lransfer. An early analogy of this lype 
that includes the consideralion of lhermal capacuy of the collector elemenls 
was suggesled for fial plate collectors by Parmelee (1955) and used in the 
lransienl analysis of such collectors by Kamminga (1985). These an;dogies 
were also used for the description of sleady-slale energy balances and heat 
transfer by Duffie and Beckman (1974,/980), Kreilh and Kreider (/981), and many olhers. 

Superimposed on a skelch of a lwo-plate solar colleclor, a fairly Compre_ 
hensive circuit analogy is shown in figure 4.9. The incident insolalion I is 
diminished in passage through each of the lransmissive covers by refieclion 
from each of the cover/air inlerfaces and by absorplion in the COver. The 
amoum r, arrivesat the absorber surface, and a fraclion of it is absorbed and
 
converted into heal. The rcmainder is refieeted. Not noted on the schema lie
 
for reasons of clarity is the faellhat all refieeled radialion, as well as radiation
 
emilled by (he collector componenls, undergoes further transmissive, reflec

live, and absorplive processes as it inleracls with collector components its
 
path, Furtbcr dclail on lhis is given in subseclion 4.2.1. Thermal resistances
 
wired in parallel indicatc lhat both radiative and conveclive, or conductive,
 
lransporl arc present. The eXlerior Surfacesof the Colleclorexchange radiafion
 
with the objects "visible" 10 these surfaces. Typically the sky-exposed side of
 
lhe collector will exchange radial ion wilh the sky, at the "sky lemperalure"
 
7;, while other parts of the Colleclor surface may eXchange radialion wilh the
 
surrounding ground, obslruclions Such as lrees, buildings, or other eolleclors, 
and possibly the sky (00. An equivalent lemperalure of lhis part of lhe 
environmenl can be formulaled, shown in ligure49 no TTl"..... _ 
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Simplified heat transfer circuit analogs for solar collectors: til) first simplification; (h) OIosl 
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the ahsoriJer plate and the ambient Tpa' Despite the seemingly simple form 
of equation (II), it should be noted thai the theoretical determination of 
(eft)., and Up requires the analysis (albeit somewhat simplified) of radiative
convective heat transfer within the collector. 

The useful heat from the collector, quo amounts to the increase in energy of 
the heated fluid as it passes through the collector. This heat is usually acquired 
either by transfer from the holler walls of the fluid conduits or by direct 
absorption of solar energy into the fluid (or solid particles, in the case of one 
of the receivers considered). 

The temperature of the absorber plate. 'J~. is not convenient for practical 
analysis and design of collectors since it is usually unknown. The known or 
desired temperature is usually the temperature of the heated Iluid. In collectors 
where the heated fluid does not absorb radiation directly, Tp is expressed in 
terms of the heated fluid temperature by analyzing the heat transfer between 
the absorber/fluid-conduit system and the Iluid. If the fluid is absorbing 
radiation directly, this absorption is added to the heat transfer analysis. In 
both cases. as will be explained further in section 4.3 a relationship is found 
between the absorber and Iluid temperatures, completing the thermal design 
process. 

At this point it should be noted that the efficiencyof a collector. 'I. is defined 
as 
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qu
'1= IeA 

w 
(12) 

As mentioned above, Ie is the solar radiation normal to the surface of the 
collector before any possible transmission, reflection, and absorption with any 
of the collector components occur. 

Using equation (10), the efficiency can be expressed as 

II = Cl -l~f.'rr +qe~+_~sJ. (13) 
leA w 

Using the simplified energy balance [equation (II)] gives 

( LV1 ·/~.)
'I = (o:r)cr -- Ie11.. ' ( 14) 

the most frequently used expression for collector efficiency. 

4.2 Heat Transfer ill the Collector Window System 

4.2.1 Radiative Transfer through the Transparent Covers 

Radiative transfer in a system containing an absorber separated from the 
ambient by one or more partially transparent plates consists of multiple trans
missions. reflections, absorptions, and emissions. Two such plates are depicted 
in figure 4.11. Because of the nature of the radiation and the properties of the 
related materials that these phenomena depend on the wavelength and the 
direction. temperature, and various surface properties. Although most texts 
indicate only the multiplc reflections, absorptions, and transmissions that a 
directional beam undergoes in the solar collector window system, it is worth 
noting that emitted (infrared) radiation undergoes similar processes too. The 
relationship with temperature couples the radiative problem with other heat 
transfer processes in the system. such as convection and the ubiquitious 
conduction. Strictly speaking, the formulation of this problem is difficult. and 
it would involve a set of integro-dilTercntial equations that arc hard to solve. 
I! is no surprise therefore that earlier formulations and solutions (starting 
perhaps with Stokes 1862) assumed that radiative transfer could be deeoupled 
from other hcat transfer, that the fully spectral models could be represented 
by two-band models [shortwave in the solar spectrum. and infrared), that 
glassplates that arc opaque to the infrared band were used. and often that the 
absorption of the shortwave band in the plates would be negligible (i.e., that 

imperfect transmillance was due only to renections). The state of the art 
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ad 1970is described by the earlier review by Dietz (1963)and by the work 
oalas and Stephenson (1962), Stephenson (1965), and Whillier (1953, 
1Whillier's review (1967), and the book by Duffie and Beckman (1974). 
.view of the radiative characteristics of a single semitransparent plate 

wrforrned by Viskanta and Anderson (1975), Siegel (1913) showed that 
tbt radiation method" was much easier to employ for finding the overall 
tnittancc of a stack of parallel semitransparent plates 1han the older 
ncing technique. This method was employed by Shurclilf (1973) for the 
d nonabsorbing covers. Sharali and Mukminova (1975) and Viskantu 
auylor (1976) obtained solutions for multilayer systems with varying 
oJproperties, such as with short-wavelength radiation antircflcctivc and 
in! reflectivecoatings. Wijeysundra (1975) included the determination of 
thationubsorbcd in each cover bv solvino a svstem of N NI"a I inn< whr- .. , 
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:-;,' 

.,,.

I:'
 N is the number of the collector plates (plus an additional cover plate for the "1 
~,~	 

absorber). Edwards (1977) proposed and successfully used the "embedding :~;. 

.'r.. technique," which is computationally simpler, for the solution of the same 
~;! 

;t:1 
problem. Viskanta et al. (1978) presented a general analysis (using the net 

,,,. radiation method) to predict the spectral directional radiation characteristics 

;{ of single and multiple plates of semitransparent material, with parallel opti
cally smooth surfaces that can also be coated with one or more thin-film:~\t/ 

~. ~ 
:,f
a-.	 materials to achieve desired spectral selectivity. Scattering inside the glass was 
~ 

assumed to he negligible, and absorption in the plates was taken into con
sideration. Elsaycd (1984) extended the last two studies by considering both 
the perpendicular and parallel components of the linpolarized incident radia
tion throughout the plate stack, rather than use the average plate properties 
for both parallel and perpendicular components as done in the previous 
studies. He found that the differences arc small for one or two covers, hut they 

,'" increase with the number of covers, to about 25% for six covers. Morris et ul, 
··,'1lil' (1976) analyzed radiative transfer through thin-walled glass honeycombs used 

~'. 

for convection suppression in collectors and found that high shortwave trans
rnittaucc and low emittance can be obtained with this design. A good review 
of radiative behavior of windows, of window stacks relative to solar collector 
applications, and of window coatings was given in the book by Siegel and 
Howell (1981, pp. 718- 747). 

The earlier analyses assumed that the cover plates were opaque to infrared 
radiation, and they ignored infrared interactions (emission, absorption, reflec
tion, and transmission} between the semitransparent plates of the slack. This 
could lead to serious errors, especially for plates that are significantly trans
missive in the infrared. Lior et al. (1977) developed a computer program for 
the analysis of solar collectors and systems (SOLSYS) that included the 
infrared emissive, absorptive, and reflective interactions in the stack, but they :Il 

". ":~,~ still assumed the plates to be opaque in the infrared spectrum. More recent , '~"l 
i.r-~ work by Hassan (1979), Hollands and Wright (1983), and Edwards and Rhee 
}fj 
!~.:	 (1981) includes all of the infrared interactions in the analysis of the combined 

',", 
",",.	 radiant/convective transfer in solar collectors. The analysis by Hollands and 

Wright (19l!3) allows the usc of different radiative properties on each side of 
the plate and makes the assumption that each cover is radiantly grey in the 
wavelength range of interest (3-30 /jl11). Edwards and Rhee (1981) have made 
one step-further in allowing nongrey behavior. The additional rigor included 
in the last two studies results in more cumbersome expressions for the radiant 
transfer, but efficient computer algorithms have been developed for their 
solution. 

r"" II .... , ., .... . .. :,1 .....1:••. ' .. :, ... , .• 1. ..... .••• •. .•,,,_ .... : •• ,,., ...... , •••• :.1, ..... 1:.. 1:.•.• :., _..,;r 
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ferent way from those with Ilat covers because of the difference in geometry. 
For example, the transmittance of a cylindrical envelope is smaller than that 
of a l1at plate for normally incident insolation because the solar rays strike 
the cylindrical envelope at incidence angles of 0-90 deg while the /lat plate 
incident angle is uniformly 90 deg. Perhaps the earliest analysis of this con
figuration (for evacuated single-cover cylindrical collectors) was performed by 
Felske (1979)who considered a configuration with an absorber plate spanning 
the diameter of the glass tube and running along its length (as in figure 4.3a). 
Hc determined the transmittance of the cylindrical cover in terms of the 
fraction of solar radiation striking the absorber but neglected absorption in 
the cover, change of ray angle due to refraction, and internal reflections, and 
did not analyze the absorber-cover radiant interactions. This work was 
extended by Garg et al. (1983), with similar simplifications to collectors with 
two concentric covers, 

Salticl and Sokolov (1982) used three-dimensional ray tracing (the algo
rithm, however, was not presented in the paper) to perform an optical and 
thermal analysis of a cylindrical evacuated collector, with a cylindrical semi
transparent absorber placed eccentrically inside. Their analysis is significantly 
more comprehensive than the two described above in that they refrain from 
the above-listed simplifications. Still, they assume that the inner and outer 
cylinders are opaque in the infrared range and that the thermal radiation is at 
a single wavelength. A ray-tracing technique using the Monte Carlo method 
was developed as a computer program for analyzing cylindrical double-wall 
evacuated solar collectors by Window and coworkers (Window and Zybert 
1981;Window and Bassett 1981; Chow et al. 1984). 

Cel/ular slruclures, such as honeycomb panels, have been considered for 
placement between the absorber and the cover plate to suppress convection 
and reduce reradiative losses. Sparrow et al. (1972), Tien and Yuen (1975), 
Felland and Edwards (1978), and Symons (1982)studied thc radiative transfer 
in such structures, and presented results that could be used in thermal design, 

"Thermal traps" in which the solar radiation is converted into heat by 
absorption in a semitransparent solid or stagnant fluid, were proposed and 
analyzed in detail by Cobble and coworkers (Cobble I964a, b; Safduri 1966; 
Pellette et al. 1968; Lumsdaine 1970), and the results were validated exper
imentally (Cobble et al. 1966; Lurnsduinc 1969). More recently both experi
mental and theoretical studies were performed by Abdelrahman et al. (1979) 
and Arai, Hasatani, and coworkers (see Arai et al. 1980, 1984; Bando et al. 
1986) on volume heat trap solar collectors by using absorption in semi
transparent l1uids, in most cases containing in suspension absorbing fine 
particles. Absorption coefficients and transient tcmneraturc profiles were 

obtained by a simultaneous solution of the radiative-conductive problem, 
using a multi band model for the radiative properties. 

Progress Summary The primary progress made was ill (/ ) relax illy most o] 

the simpli/}'illy assumptions- [ar example, by includinq IIII' lrallsmissioll of injra

red mdill/ioll throuqh the covers and infrared radiation exchanqe anunu; the 

cooers-by allowim; spectral dependence of the properties, 1IJ111 hy beitu] able 10 

anulyze tne effects of opticul coatinqs Oil IIII' semilrallsparelll C{}/Ias £/JII/lhus 

extetulinq till! lllJilily 10 consider II vllriel}' or materials 1I/l{1 techniques for 

improuuu] IIII' trunsmit umre {!F illsolalioll alld reducinq IIII' IICCII ClJIII melill/in' 

losses; (2) elcl!elopil/Y e.lJiciel/l IIlyorillml.' [or IIII' soluti{1II of these ",ore (,{)/Ilpli

fUlecl problems; (3) jOl'llIlJ/alilllJ and so/villi! the radiative problem of Cj'lilll/ricIII 

el'lIC/ulleel collectors; (4) proposinq, and adoanciuq 1he .,1lite of knowledqe Oil, 

"uoltune heat trap" collectors consistitu] of [i lie-pan ide suspellsions influids. 

4.2.2 Natural Convection 

The Basic Phenomena In many types of collectors and receivers air is con
tained between the hotter absorber and the cooler ambient. The temperature 
difference causes natural convection of the air, creating greater heat losses 
from the absorber to the ambient than would have taken place if the air were 
stagnant and the heat loss were by conduction only. In solar collectors the 
insulating air is typically confined in an enclosure formed by the sides of the 
collector, one or two of the window panes, or the absorber plate. Ifconvection 
suppression partitions (or honeycomb structures) are used in the collector, the 
convection occurs in the volume enclosed by these partitions and by the 
window panes or absorber. Some cavity receivers in concentrating collectors 
have an open solar radiation entance aperture, and because of this opening 
on one or more walls, the natural convection enclosure is incomplete. 

Relatively lillie was known about natural convection in solar collectors at 
the early 1970s.Many still used the dimensional empirical equation proposed 
by Hottel and Woertz (1942)and Whillier (1953)for the heat transfer coefficient 
1112' between parallel plates I and 2, at temperatures T, and T2 respectively: 

hl 2 = c(TI - 1;)'/4 == cI':J.T,'r. (15) 

Tabor (1958) summarized and consolidated a number of empirical results 
on natural convection between flat parallel plates that existed at that time 
(Mull and Reiher 1930; Robinson and Powlitch 1954); some of these correla
tions already included the effects of tilt and Grashof (or Rayleigh) number 
(Fishcndcn and Saunders 1950; de Graaf and Van der Held 1953, 1954), 
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although they were in some conflict with each other. In addition these corre
lations have been obtained for configurations and boundary conditions that 
did not represent solar collectors well and were based on a relatively small 
number of data points. These equations were used through the early 1970s 
(see Duffie and Beckman 1974). 

The relevance to the improvement of solar collector efficiency, till: interest 
in the development and evaluation of methods for the suppression of con
vection, the serious paucity of necessary knowledge of the phenomena, and 
perhaps also the intrinsic interest in the scientific fundamentals of natural 
convection have combined to motivate a very large amount of research in thai 
field over the last 15years or so. This has resulted in significant improvements 
in understanding and in the ability to make quantitative predictions over a 
very large range of parameters. Some or that progress relative to solar energy 
applications has been summarized by Buchberg ct ul. (1976), Lior et ul. (1983), 
Krcith and Anderson (1985), Hoogendorn (1985), Wang and Krcith (1986), 
and Lior (1986). 

The state-of-the-art of natural convection in enclosures at the beginning 
and mid-1970s was reviewed by Ostrach (1972)andCa\lon (1978). Much work 
has been done till that time 011 the development of empirical heat transfer 
correlations and on the prediction of onset of instability in horizontal fluid 
layers heated from below, and analytical/numerical methods have been cstab
lished for thc solution of laminar two-dimensional natural convection proh
lems in horizontal and inclined layers of infinite spau Aided by the advent of 
more powerful computers uud motivated in pari hy solar energy applications, 
the development of effective computer programs for the analysis of three
dimensional laminar natural convection in rectangular, cylindrical, and spher
ical enclosures with arbitrary boundary conditions, and their experimental 
confirmation, was begun in the mid-1970s.This isexhibited in the publications 
of the research team of Ozoc, Churchill, Liar, and coworkers (sec Ozoe ct ul. 
1976, 1977a,b, 1978, 1979, 1981a, 1983a, 1985a; Chao et al. 1981, 1983a,b), 
Chan and Banerjee (1979a, b), and in the reviews by Ostrach (1982)and Lior 
et al. (1983). Some of the advances resulting from this work arc highlighted 
below. 

It is now understood more clearly that real natural convection flows in 
enclosures are not two-dimensional and that a velocity component parallel 
to the familiar roll-cell axis is also present. The now thus resembles a double 
helix, with fluid particles moving along both the circumference of the roll cell 
and the direction of its principal axis-from the walls into the enclosure, up 
to a certain distance, and then back toward the walls. This third flow velocity 
component is due both to the drag at the end walls and to thcrmal uradicnts 
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generated at these walls because of the diminished rutc of circulation. The 
significance of the three-dimensionality of the now becomes even more pro
nounced when the enclosure is tilted or when partial partitions are inserted. 
It was determined that steady laminar natural convection in horizontal en
closures with a bottom temperature higher than the top is characterized by a 
train or roll cells with their axis parallel to the short side of the enclosure, an 
observation that also served to justify the many two-dimensional analyses of 
the phenomenon. This is no longer correct when the box is tilled: Jlldilill/ioll, 

about its longer side causes the axis of the roll cells to become oblique to the 
side, and at some critical angle all the roll cells form one large cell that has an 
axis perpendicular to the short side of the box. Tilting the box along its shorter 
side gradually merges the parallel roll cells into one large circulating cell, with 
its axis still parallel to the short side of the box. As the box is tilted from the 
horizontal position, the Nusselt number is first seen to decrease gradually to 
a minimum that coincides with the transition from one convective pattern to 
another, reaches a maximum at a higher angle of inclination (- 60 to 90 deg], 
and then diminishes monotonically as the angle is increased to 180deg. Both 
thc minimum and maximum of the Nusselt number occur at slightly higher 
values for boxes inclined about the long side than for those inclined about the 
shorter side, but the values of Nu arc about the same in both cases and similar 
to those of figure 4.12. 

Three-dimensional calculations produce lower Nu values than two
dimcnsionul oncs, for the same case, principally because the three-dimensional 
calculations account for the slowdown and redirection of the circulation by 
thc solid ends. 

Compnt cr timc lind lIlemory are major stumbling blocks in the computation 
of natural convection in enclosures of practical size. The research team of 
Owe, Churchill, Lior, and coworkers (Owe et al. 19H2, 191Ub) used the 
observation that the convection occurs in roll cells confined to almost-fixed 
volumes in the enclosure to develop a new computational method that would 
reduce computer time and memory. In this method a number of typical 
(according to boundary conditions) cells are computed individually, and tile 
solutions are then patched together to produce overall heat transfer coeffi
cients for the enclosure. The results obtained for both horizontal and inclined 
enclosures were quite encouraging. 

The fact that the minimal Nu number occurred at angles of inclination at 
which the roll cells were lined up with (he longest axis, or the one along which 
the motion is most tortuous. indicated that the manipulation of roll-cell 
orientation by such means as internal par'iall>t!/J1es may result in the reduction 
,.f 1\.111 1\1•• " ·;, 1 .. n " ;.n f,,1 : l-..•• rl-.. 1 •• 1 1."01 .. 1..\ f _ .. 
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2 x I x I box with a partial fin perpendicular to the long side of the enclosur 

and attached 10 it, and for Ra up to 2 x 104 
, have shown that the fin produce 

a 30'X. reduction in Nu (at Ra = 6 x J03) for all angles of inclination a. 

compared to the finless box and that the dependence on angle of inclination' 

is similar to that in figure 4.12. Similar effeets of partial partitions were shown 

by Lin and Bcjan (1983) for 109 S Ra s 1010 and by Nansteel and Greif( 1984) 

for 1010 S Ra s lOll. 
It is wcll-k nown that natural convection phenomena are quite sensitjve to 

the boundary conditions. Three-dimensional computations, which in some 

cases were validated in by experiments (see Chao et al. 1981; Owe ct al. 

191Dc),have shown that the Nusselt number decreases as the temperature of 
the hot plate becomes more uniform: For example, figure 4.12 shows the 

results of computations for a double-sawtooth temperature distribution on 

the lower surface (to simulate the effect of cooling pipes along the absorber], 

where Nu is up to about 20~;; higher for the nonuniform boundary condition 

investigated. 

Although it is obvious that radiut;ve eXfhLlllye 1IIII0llg tile ellclosure surfuces 
in a solar coiledor may have an important role in the determination of the 

boundary conditions and consequently on the natural convection, accelerated 

progress on the understanding of the interactions between radiation and 

natural convection was made only in the last few years (see reviews by 

Viskanta 1982 and Yang and Lloyd 1985). Except for a few special cases. such 
as receivers containing solid suspensions, the gas in solar collectors is non

participating. This fact simplifies the analysis significantly. Analytical studies 

by Edwards and Sun (1971) and Hatfield and Edwards (1982) have determined 

thai radiation increases the critical Rayleigh number for the onset of convec

tion because it tends to smooth out temperature differences on the surfaces. 

In considering both wall conductance and radiation, Kim and Viskanta (1983, 

1984) pointed out that Nu is not representative of the overall heat transfer 

across the enclosure and that, for their conditions, radiant exchange tended 
to reduce the intensity of natural convection. 

Natural convection in solar collector or receiver enclosures is often turbu
lent. Due both to uncertainties in the modeling of turbulence in this case and 

to numerical obstacles, solutions of turbulent natural convection in enclosures 

are still in their infancy and are mostly for two-dimensional models (see 

Fraikin ct al. 1980; Farouk and Guceri 1982; Markatos and Pericloeous 1984; 

Owe ct al. 1985b). Hjertagcr and Magnussen (1977), and more recently Owe 
et al. (19116), developed and solved a three-dimensional model for the turbulent 

case. The models use the k: - /: formulation that was originally developed for 
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forced convection, and there is thus still uncertainly about the values of the 
coefficients to be used for turbulent natural convection (for an analysis of 
sensitivity to model coefficients, sec Ozoc et al. IYl!5b). 

More detail on natural convection in enclosures is available in the recent 
reviewsby Hoogendorn (1986)and de VahlDavis (1986). A summary of results 
specific to typical solar collector configurations is given below. 

Natural Convection between Parallel Plates (Large Aspect-Ratio Enclosures) 

The interest in solar collectors prompted the rexamination of older correla

lions on natural convection between parallel plates and the development of 
improved and more appropriate empirical correlations and theoretical anayl
ses, which also include effectsof inclination (see Hollands and Konicek 1965; 
Arnold et al. 1976; Hollands et al. 1976). 

Elsherbiny et al. (1982) conducted a comprehensive experimental investi
gation of the heat transfer in air-filled, high aspect ratio enclosures with 
isothermal walls and produced results that at this time are recommended for 
use in thermal design of collectors. Their experiments covered the ranges 
102 :$ RaL:$ 2 x 107,5:$ H/L :$ 110(H is the length along the inclined side 
of the collector and L the distance between the two plates) and 0 s t/J ~ 

90 deg, whcre t/J is the angle of the enclosure axis with respect to the horizon
tal. They found the transition from the conduction to convection regimes in 
vertical enclosures to be a strong function of aspect ratio when H/L < 40. The 
recommended heat transfer correlations for verticallaycrs and enclosures arc 
as follows: 

For vertical layers (t/J = 90 deg], 

NUl = 0.0605 Ra~J. (16) 

Nu, = [I + {_ 0.1_?~~a~·2~J, }J]I/J (17) 
• I + (63IO/Rad!Jf, • 

NUJ = 0.242(RaL/ARjo.272, (18) 

NUL = [NUl' NU2' NuJ)max = Nu9o. (19) 

For inclined layers (t/J = 60 deg), 

Nu = [I + {OY93~Ra~_J~J}'JI{1 (20)
I 1 + G ' 

G =_ __,0.5 __
 
[I
 -f (RaL/3160)206]O.1' 

(21) 
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0.175) 283 RallNu = 0.104 + . (22)
2 ( AR I. , 

(23)Nul. = [Nul' NU2]max = Nu"o. 

The notation used in equation (19)and (23)indicates that the correlation with 
the maximum value should be used. 
For tilt angles between 60 dcg and 90 deg, Elsherbiny et al. (1982) suggest a 
linear interpolation between the limiting correlations given above: 

(90deg - ~)Nu"o + (t/J - 60deg)NuQo
Nu = . (24) 

$ 30deg 

For tilt angles belween 0 and 75 deg, Hollands et al. (1976) recommend the 
correlation 

17(8)' [ 1708(sin 1.8t/J) I16]
NUl = I + I .44 I - I - (, Ra cos ¢> Ra cos e 

Ra cos ¢» IIJ - J' (25)+ [( 5H30 I, 

where L is the distance between the plates at temperature 'I; and 'I;, respect
ively. and the Rayleigh number Ra is given by 

21/('l~ - T2)L.IRa = Pr (26)
,,2('1; + 'Ii) 

and 

[XJ = IXI + X 
2 

It should be noted that when Ra < 1708/cost/J,lhe Nusselt number in equation 
(25) is exactly equal to unity. Since by definition 

- - k 
lie = AiJ(T, - 'Ii) = II Nu L n; - 1;), (27) 

the condition Nu = I implies that the heat transfer is by pure conduction. 
Nil/lira/ C()/II'('C/;(}1l ;/1 cvluulricu! ellclosures pertians primarily to partially 

evacuated collectors, line-focus concentrator receivers, and CPC collectors. 
Kuchn and Goldstein (1976a,b, 1978) developed a comprehensive correlation 
for the Nusselt number for natural convection between horizontal concentric 
(I 976a, b. 1918)and eccentric (19711) cylinders at constant (but different) tem
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peratures, as a function of the Prandtl and Rayleiyh numbers, 1'01' (()2 < 
Ra < 1010 and 10- 2 < PI' < 103

• Kuehn and Goldstein (1980)also presented 
a simplified correlation for PI' = 0.71 and laminar flow. Addressing natural 
convection between eccentric cylinders both numerically and experimentally, 
Lee et al. (1984)considered 102 < Ra < 10°,diameter ratios of 1.25 to 5, and 
eccentricity ratios of up to ±0.9 for air (PI' = 0.71). They illustrated the 
internal convective flow patterns and isotherms and have provided the overall 
heat transfer coefficient as a function of Ra, 

Compound parabolic concentrators (CPC) are similar to line-focusing col

lectors. One of the differences is in a design proposing to enclose the entire 
concentrator trough, containing the receiver, with a front cover. This forms 
an irregular, noneircular cylinder. Natural convection in this device, oriented 
vertically, was computed for 2 x 103 < Ra < 1.3 x 10°by Abdcl-Khalik et al. 
(1978). Meyer et al. (1980)determined the heat losses from a trough collector 
as a function of Ra and tilt angle. Some experimental results, summarized 
by Kreith and Anderson (1985), have also been obtained by a number of 
researchers. 

Iyican et al. (1981) developed a correlation for natural convection and 
convective/conductive heat transfer in trapezoidal groove collectors. 

Suppression of Natural Convection and Its Consequences As early as 1929 
(see Veinberg 1959) honeycomb structures were placed in the air space be
tween the absorber and the window cover in solar collectors to suppress 
natural convection and to reduce reradiated energy transfer to the ambient, 
and thus to reduce heat losses. It is obvious that such structures must not 
impede significantly the absorption of solar radiation by the absorber and 
that they should add minimal heat losses by conduction through their walls. 
Early work on this concept was done by Francia (1962) and by a number of 
researchers in France (sec Perot et al. 1967). Perhaps the first analysis that 
considers both convection and radiation in such structures was performed by 
Hollands (1965), who used a rather simplified model. Tabor (1969) pointed 
out that the structures should be transparent to solar radiation and preferably 
opaque to infrared. To minimize cost, weight, and heat conduction, he re
commended very thin materials that should also withstand the temperatures 
and the degradation due to insolation. Excluding glass from most applications 
because of cost and weight, he recommended the development of appropriate 
plastic materials. 

Hollands (1973)performed experiments on natural convection in horizontal 
honeycomb panels (vertical cell axis), and he determined that the critical 
Rayleigh number for the onset of convection lies between those determined 

for perfectly conducting and perfectly insulating side walls. Charters and 
Peterson (1972) brought up the important question of the critical conditions 
for inducing convection in such a honeycomb cell and commented that the 
fluid inside inclined honeycomb structures is always unstable, and thus no 
significant suppression effect can be expected in that configuration. It is 
worthwhile noting that (J) realistic boundary conditions, which exhibit non
uniform temperatures on the hot and cold walls and/or on the side walls, make 
the enclosed fluid always unstable, and there is essentially no critical Rayleigh 
number (i.e., Rae, = 0 always) even for horizontal plates (vertical cell axis), and 
(2) the larger surface-to-volume ratio associated with "convection-suppression 
devices" nevertheless produces less vigorous convection and reduces heat 
losses due to convection; at low Ra numbers experiments indicated that the 
overall heat transfer coefficient is very close to conduction only. 

Among the many types of convection-suppression devices developed and 
tested for solar collectors, successful results were obtained with 0.2-mm wall 
glass tubes (see Buchberg and Edwards J976; McMurrin et al. 1977), and 
O.076-mm-thick Lexan and Mylar (Marshall et al. (976)."Bubble-sheet" pack
aging material was indicated to have potential if made of proper plastic 
materials, and aluminized plastic honeycombs, with their axis tilled toward 
the sun, that use reflection rather than transmission for channeling the solar 
energy to the absorber and for reducing reradiation were tested with reason
able success (Lior and Saunders 1973). Experiments by Symons and Gani 
(1980) ha ve Shown that Oat collectors with a single antireOection etched 
low-iron glass cover, a convection-suppression device, and selective black 
absorber, performed up to IIO°C beller than commercially available cylin
drical evacuated collectors configured with a specular reflector in the back. 
The advantage is realized primarily because the (ar)er of the cylindrical col
lector was significantly lower because of both the shape of the outer cover and 
its higher surface reflectivity. 

For an inclined square honeycomb the Nusselt number depends on the 
Rayleigh number, the inclination (angle tP between the plates and the hori
zontal), and the aspect ratio of the honeycomb AR = L/D (= depth/width). 
For the range 0 < Ra < 600· AR4 

, 30 < t/J < 90 deg, and AR = 3, 4, and 5, 
the Nussel!number for air is given by Cane et al. (1977) in the form 

ilL ( Ra )
Nu = k = I + 0.S9cos(¢ - 60 dcg] 2420AR4 (2.88 - 1.64sin t/J). (28) 

This relation may also be used for hexagonal honeycombs if D is replaced by 
the hydraulic diameter. For engineering design the honeycomb should be 
chosen to give a Nusselt number of 1.2 accorrlino II) 1-II)Ibnde AI "I /10-'<;1 
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figure 4.13 
Function C(¢) for use in equation (29), Source: Hollands et al.(1976), 

The optimum geometry is found from 

3/4 (29)AR = C(cP)(t + ~~)1/2(!~~)(Tl - TZ) I/4 L 
7',., z, 

if L is in centimeters and T in Kelvin. For air at atmospheric pressure and 

moderate temperatures, 280 K < T < 370 K. The function CliP) is plotted in m 

figure 4.13. Empirical correlalions for Ra.; and Nu for inclined ret'lalll/lllar
celled diathermaneous honeyeumbs were further developed by Smart ct OIl. 
(1980). They also concluded thai square honeycombs are supcrior in most 

cases to rectangular ones. 
Slats (rccrangutar enclosure with very large planar aspect ratios) placed 

along the east-west axis of the collector were also considered for suppressing 

natural convection. Meyer et al. (1979) found in small-scale laboratory experi
ments that convection was reduced for aspect ratios (distance between slats! 

depth of slats) below 0.5and that convection heat Iransfer actually increased 
above the values observed for enelosures without stats for large aspect ratios, 
with a maximum occurring for aspect ratios of t to 2. Experiments with solar 

collectors using thin glass slats by Guthrie and Charters (1982) have conlirmed 
that the slats improve the collector efficiency for normally incident insolation 

(by about 40% at 100°C) but that solar transmittance is reduced signilicantly 

for other solar incidence angles. 
II was determined that small gaps between the honeycomb panel and the 

absorber and top glass cover do not alTeclthe convection supprcssion capacity 

of the panel (Edwards ct al. 1976). Demonstrating the strong coupling that 

exists between radiative transfer and the heat conduction in honeywmbs. 
Hollands et al. (1984) have shown that an analysis that dccouplcs the modes 

may severely uudcrpredict the real heat transfer rates across the honeycomb 
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panel. The radiation tends 10 increase the temperature gradients in the gas at 

the hOI plate, An acceptably simplified analytical method that considers the 

coupled problem has also been presented. In addition Hollands and Iynkaran 

(1985) observed that conduction through the air layer next to the hot pIa te 

raises the temperature of the honeycomb panel and thereby also raises the 
reradiated energy loss from the panel. The use of such a panel thus tends to 

diminish the improvement one may expect from having a selectively coated 

(low emissivity) absorber in the collector. To take best advanlage both of the 

reduction of radiative losses by the use of low emittance coatings and of the 
reduction of convective losses by using cellular convection suppression struc
tures,they recommended and tested a configuration in which the honeycomb 

was separated by a IO-mm air gap from the hOI plate, Ihus reducing the 
coupling between conduction to and radiation Irom the honeycomb panel. 

Such a collector was built and tected, and its improved performance was 
demonstrated (Symons and Peck 1984). 

Progress Summary MOlil'uted iI/ larqe part by solar enerqy applications, 
researchers ill ,1,1' pasI decade have made enormous progress ill understandinq 
1111/111'<11 ('Ol/llcc/hlil ;11 el/closures tH' tJurious lilt WId aspect rut;os and i/1 IIII! 
"hilil)' 10 predict it. Their //Ietllotls were 1m/II experimental and numerical. 

The I/('\\, I/WIII'riml lee/lllitlUCS I/,e.\' dellelopl'll al/ol\' rill' solutiun oj' 11,,1'('· 

dimensiona! proMe/lls jill' moderate aspect rutios and laminar flows. This solu
tion has bequn 10 he extended /II turbulent flows, using the k - e tnodel. To da.\' 
Ihe elfe('1 oj' COIII'I!('lil)/l-suppressilJll devices is reasonably well understood and 
predictable, ami 1/1//('11 prowess 1/(/.1' 111.1'0 been made illundersuuulinq the coupling 
helweell fonducri'HI and radiation ill such devices ami enclosures. 

4,3 Heat Transfer in the Absorber and the Healed Fluid 

4.3.1 The Plale Tube Absorber 

The absorber of many liquid-healing Oat pia Ie collectors consists of a number 

of parallel tubes (risers) connected al the inlet to a distribution manifold and 

at the outlet to a collection manifold, and attached with good Ihermal contact 

to the absorber plate. This is shown in figure 4.1, and in belle I' detail in figure 

4.14. Many cross-sectional shapes of the tubes, and methods for their auach

ment 10 the absorber plate, have been used. 

The solar energy converted to heal 1I1 the absorber surface S is conducted 

through the absorber lind the tube walls into the fluid that is flowing through 
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Pia te-tube absorber manifold assembly geometry.
 

the lubes and that is thus being heated. The conventional approach for 
determining the heat gain of the fluid was established by the Hottel- Whillier 
(HW) model, in which the plate-tube assembly is modeled as the well-known 
fin-lube problem (figure 4.15). In that model it is assumed that for each 
differential element of length along the tube, the temperature distribution in 
the plate is one-dimensional, in the x-direction perpendicular to the tubes, and 
any gradients in the y-direction along the tubes and z-direction perpendicular 
plate are assumed to be zero. 11 also assume that the temperature profile is 
symmetric about the lube, with the lubes's centerline at the minimum tempera
ture point and the fin's .ccnterlinc (at 11'/2) at the maximum temperature. 
Performing an energy balance with this model for 11 unit length of the fin-tube 
(see Duffie and Beckman 1980). it is easy 10 show that the amount of heal 
collected by the lin q;in is 

q;;n = (IV - cl)/Ir[S - Up('fb - ]:)]. (30) 

where 'Ir is the fin's efficiency, S is the radiative flux absorbed per unit of 
absorber, Up is the overall heat transfer coefficient from the absorber to the 
ambient, and 1'b is the lin's base temperature (at the junction with the lube). 
Allhough typically the absorber plate (fin) is of uniform thickness, fins thicker 
at the root are known 10 have higher efficiency. Kovarik (1978)developed a 
method 10 determine the optimal prolile of the fin in solar collector, based on 
an objective function of minimum cosl per unit of heal output. 

Since the lube also collecls energy directly over its projected area cl,the total 
useful energy gain per unit length of tube is 
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The bnsic fin-Iuhe SChCIIHllic 

,,~ = [(11'- d)lJr + J][S - UpPi, - 1~)). (31 ) 

That useful heal gain is transferred to the fluid, and the model expresses this 
in terms of the sum of the convective resistance between the fluid and the tube 
wall, and the contact resistance due 10 the bond between the lube and the 
plate (lin) 

, 1'-1'b,,,= "', 
(32)

u (I/hunt/i) + (I/Cb ) 

where hr.i is the heat transfer coefficient belween the tube wall and the fluid, 
d, is Ihe internal diameter of the tube, and Cb is the bond conductance (detailed 
discussion of the effect of Ch can be found in Whillier 1964b and Whillier and 
Saluja 1965). 

Another energy balance is made along the lube, equaling the q~ with the 
increase of enthalpy of the heated fluid for that length, which is expressed by 
the equation 

cl T ) lil('p cl; - II\vF'[S - Up(Tr - 'I:)] = 0,( (33) 

where Iii is the overall mass now rate through the collector, II is the number 
of parallel tubes, cp is the specific heat of the fluid, 7; is the localtemperalurc 
of the fluid, and F' is the "collector efficiency factor." The collector efficiency 
factor is indenlified from equations (30) through (33) as 

" I/Upf = ". --.... . .._".~....".._"...... ""._ .. _,, ....... _
 
(34)w{[I/Up(d + (w - d)I/r)] + (Ifeb ) + (I/ndjhr,;)}' 

It is usually assumed at this point that Up and F' are independent of position, 
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and equation (33) is integrated to yield an expression for the temperature rise 
of the fluid as a function of distance along the tube and the other parameters 
(which are assumed to be constant): 

T,(JI) - T - (S/U ) _r ;) __ _.~._ = e-tL'r,·",,,,,,.;r;l(p), (35) 
If.; - T. - (S/U p ) 

where If.; is the fluid temperature at the inlet to the tube. 
Equations (33) and (35), together with the assumption of constancy uf the 

heat transfer coefficients and F' along the tube (j-dircctionl, indicate that the 
plate temperature must also vary exponentially with y. 

Collector efficiencycan now be expressed in the conventional way, using the 
"collector heat removal factor" FR, which is defined as 

F =,il('.I' [I _ e-IA.U,F'/,n"I] (36)
R AwU , 

p 

uud the collector efficiency [see also equations (10) through (12)] 

II =iJu - = FR[(CXL)er _LJY0.~_-:: __~1J. (37)
Awl e t, 

Abdel-Khalik (1976) developed an analytical model of an absorber that has a 
serpentine tube bonded to the plate and solved it for two segments of the 
serpentine. He concluded that a general equation can be projected for the 
calculation of the heat removal factor FR for any number of segments, with 
small error. 

Zhang and Lavan (1985) extended the solution to four segments of the 
serpentine and that extrapolation from the two-segment solution can lead to 
much larger errors than predicted by Abdel-K halik (1976). Either of these 
solutions calculates the heat transfer only for the straight parts of the scrpeu
tine, ignoring its Ll-bcnd portions, and assumes essentially one-dimensional 
heal transfer in the plate. 

Equations (30) th rough (35)serve not only to show the con ventiona l mcthod 
of calculating heat transfer through the absorber but also to highlight the 
critical assumptions made in the model. In addition to the simplifications 
mentioned already, several others stand out: (I) Up is actually a complicated 
combination of convective and radiative heat transfer between the absorber 
and the ambient, as discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2; to say the least, it is not 
constant, and it depends on the temperature, in a nonlinear manner at that. 
(2) /:f.i is not constant either; it depends strongly on the location along the 
tube if the internal flow is developing, on the temperature because the convcc-
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tion is often mixed (forced and natural), and because of the properties. (3)The 
temperature might not be uniform through the thickness of the fin or the tube, 
especially if low conductivity materials are used. (4) The plate's temperature 
field perpendicular to the tube may not be symmetrical because of the effects 
of unequal now though the parallel tubes and edge effects, (5)The temperature 
'1;. at the base uf the fin might not be equal to the temperature at the interior 
diameter of the tube nor might the latter be constant around the internal 
circumference or the tube (obviously the top is healed and the bottom is not). 
To be able to understand collector operation beuer and to design more 
efficient and economical units, research during the last decade has examined 
many or these simplifications, and the results are summarized below. 

Rao ct al. (1977) solved nulytically the two-dimensional fin-tube problem, 
still assuming constant heat transfer coefficients, and concluded that the II W 
model results arc accurate enough for the design of conventional flat plate 
solar collectors but not for collector design optimization. Chiou (1979. 19HO) 
solved the two-dimensional problem numerically and also found excellent 
agreement with the II W model. Taking an analytical approach 10 the heat 
conduction problem in the absorber, Phillips (1979) noted that heat is actually 
conducted along the absorber in a direction counter to the flow of the heated 
fluid, reducing the amount of heat transferred to the fluid and Ihus collector 
efficiency. He round that the HW modcltherefore predicts efficiencies that are 
too high, by up to about 30~,;' in the range of the parameters he considered. 

Typically it is assumed that the now of the heated fluid through each or the 
parallel risers is the same, and this is indeed desirable. The studies by Chao 
ct al. (19HI) and Jones and Lior (Jones /981; Jones and Lior 1987) indicate 
that 11 uniform temperature absorber produces a higher efficiency collector 
Ihan one with a nonuniform temperature. At the same time il can not be taken 
for granted thai the Bow is distributed equally through the risers: The dual 
manifold system must be designed to meet that objective. Few studies of 
now distribution in such cullcctor manifold systems were made. The earliest 
proposed for solar collectors was by Dunkle and Davey (1970) who have 
established. and solved analytically, a highly simplified flow model with a 
coni inuous slit (instead of discrete risers) distribution and collection inertia
dominated manifolds. Bajura und Jones (/ (76) have treated the inertia-donn. 
natcd dual-manirold system with discrete risers. Jones and Lior (1978), Jones 
(19H I;sec also Jones and Lior 1987), Menuchin et al. (19H Il, and later Iloffman 

and Flannery (19HS) included both inertial and frictional effects in the analysis 
or dual-rna nifold systems. Apart Irom having established a method to compute 
now distribution in such a manifold system, it was suggested that essentially 
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uniform water now distributions arc obtained if thc riser-to-manifold tube 
diameter ratio drldm is 1or Icss in the range of flows pertinent to collectors. 

Jones and Lior (Jones 1981; also in Jones and Lior 19R7) examined the 
effectsof now maldistribution on collector efficiency using a three-dimensional 
conjugate model of an unglazed collector (secsubsection 4,).3), and they found 
negligible influence ( < 2%) in Ihe range of 1< tlr/tlm < 1and pertinent flat 
plate liquid-heating collector parameters. Solving a two-dimensional collector 
model numerically and examining arbitrarily imposed now maldistributions 
(in most cases of much larger magnitude than those found by Jones and Lim), 
Chiou (1982) found reductions of 2%-20% in collector efliciency due 10 now 
maldistribution. 

Progress Summary Tile primary progress in this well-trodden lIreCl W(IS in 
advancing [nnn the one-dimensional absorber plate-nuh« models to tll'O

dimensional O/les, in the ability to determine flow distribution (/1/101111 the risers 

in a more correct way, and in examining the effect ofmaldistribuuon on absorber 

heat transfer. It was confirmed that collector effIciency improoes somewhat CIS 

the absorber temperature becomes more uniform. 

4.3.2 Convection to the Heated Fluid 

Much is known about convective hcat transfer in conduits (see Shah and 
London 1978; Kreith and Kreider 1978), and when judiciously applied, this 
available information can be directly used in thc thermal analysis and design 
of solar collectors. 

Three aspects related to the proper choice of the convection correlation or 
to the formulation ofthc analytical/numerical problem that may be important 
in solar collectors are now and thermal development, nonuniformity of the 
boundary conditions on the interior surface of the conduit tube), and buoy
ancy effects on the convection (existence of mixed convection). 

Usually the now rate in conduits of liquid-heating collectors is very low, 
and the now is consequently laminar and possibly developing for a fair fraction 
of the tube length. This should be examined by applying one of the couven
tional criteria for now development before a decision is made on the correla
lion or analytical method to be used. It should, however, be noted that most 
of these criteria were established for constant temperature or heat flux boun
dary conditions, and without consideration of buoyancy effects- that is, for 
conditions that do not represent the situation in collectors exactly. For exam
ple, Lior et al. (1983) computed thai in mixed convection in uvcrticul tubc with 
linearly increasing wall temperature the Nussclt number is 28~/~-40';.~ higher 
Ihan that for the constant wall temperature case, and that flow development 
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! 
is different 100. Morcos and Abou-Ellail (1983) examined numerically buoy
ancy eflects in the entrance region of an inclined collector composed of parallel 
rectangular channels with realist it: boundary conditions, and found Nusseit 
numbers up 10 30()'.:;, higher (at Ra = 10') than those predicted without the 
inclusion of buoyancy effects. 

I Cheng and Hong (1972) analyzed numerically the case of mixed laminar 
convection in uniformly healed tubes of various inclination and determined 

! 
that both Iricrion Iactur and Nusselt number increase significantly with the 
inclination angle. Baker (1967) observed that augmented mixed convection 
would occur in solar collector tubes due to variations in the circumferential 

r temperature and that the heat transfer coefficients (for 370 < Re < 2,700 
laminar now in horizontal tubes) were about 10% higher than those for tubes 

f with circumferentially uniform temperature. Such augmentation becomesi 

i particularly important when the heating is from below. In turbulent horizontal 
flow, on the other hand, circumferentially nonuniform heating appears to t 
increase the thermal development length but to have either essentially no effect 
on the average Nusselt number (see Black and Sparrow 1967; Schmidt and 
Sparrow 1978; Knowles and Sparrow 1979)or a small opposite one, seen to 
reduce it by up to 20~, for heating from below (Tan and Charlers 1970). The 
reduction in heat transfer due to buoyancy effects may result from the ten
dency to relaminarize the now. This is also consistent with the general conclu
sion of several of these researchers that the highest local convective coefficients 
arc encountered at the least heated circumferential positions, and vice versa. 

For mixed convection in a tube attached to an absorber plate. with condi
tions typical to nal plate solar collectors, Sparrow and Krowech (1977) and 
Jones (1981) concluded from analysis that circumferential variations in the 
thermal conditions of the tube can be neglected. 

As seen from equations (36) and (37), increasing the overall flow rate 
through the collector improves its efficiency and the rate of heal collection. 
At the same time the efficiency improvement is an asymptotic function of the 
now rate; increases of now rate require more energy and capital equipment 
investment in pumping, and they increase the operating pressure in the collec
tor and balance of system. Hewitt ct al. (1978) and Hewitt and Griggs (1979) 
proposed a method, based on economic optimization, for determining the 
optimal now rate through liquid- and air-heating collectors (but they have 
not considered possible implications of the pressure increase in the system, 
which is required for increasing the flow). Optimal control strategy of mass 
now rates in nat plate solar collectors was determined for several combina
tions of objective functions and system models by Kovarik and Lesse (1976) 
·,",1 \l/;~.. n ...... 1 ",: .... (,nUt' 
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Progress Summary Milch 1V0rk was dolie 1I11d important prow£'SS wns /liCit/£' 

;11 providill{/ injormation 011 c(lIll'eclioll witli .//011' inside inclined tubes, wuh 
circumfcrentilllly lJllryillf} thermal boundary collditiolls, .f/ow deoelopment, {/I/(I 
buoyullcy effects. Wuys 10 determil1e collector ftaw rate hased Oil emllolllic 

considerat iOlls were estabtislied. 

4.3.3 Formulalion and Sohnlen of Ihe Overall (Conjugate) 
Thermal/Flow Behavior of the Collector 

Many years of experience have shown Ihal the Hottel- Whillier thermal 
model for nat plate solar collectors is adequate for designing conventional 
collectors and for estimating their performance; experience has also shown 
that overall collector efficiency is not 100 sensitive to most of Ihe design 
parameters when perturbed around a base-case conventional design system 

definition (see also section 4.10). Realizing, however, that numerous extreme 
simplifications are inherent in this model (many of which are described in this 
chapter), it is clear that collector optimization and the development of new 
collector designs require more rigorous thermal/fluid models. To avoid the 
need for specifying approximate or arbitrary boundary conditions for each 
thermal subproblem of the overall collector problem-- namely, the radiative 
and thermal transfer in the window/absorber system, natural convection in 
the window system, conduction in the absorber, now distribution in Ihe 
collector, and convection 10 the healed nuid-- and thus 10 avoid adding 10 

the solution error, the conjugate heal problem describing the entire collector 
should be solved. In the conjugate solution all of the subproblems are solved 
simultaneously, with one serving automatically as the boundary condition for 
the other. 

A comprehensive three-dimensional computer program and effective solu
lion technique were developed for this purpose by Jones (1981; see also Jones 
and Lior 1987). The specific example solved was a 1.5 x 2 to 6 fI unglazed 
solar collector with a dual-manifold system containing four risers. The proh
lem was divided into three subproblems: (I) dual-manifold system hydro
dynamics, (2) radiant-conductive finned-tube heat transfer, and (3) riser tube 
fluid dynamics and heat Iransfer. Each subproblem was solved numerically, 
and the resulling system of equations was solved simultaneously using an 
iterative scheme. The solution is refined with each cycle of the iteration since 
anyone subproblem is solved subject 10 boundary conditions thai result from 
the mosl recent solutions of the remaining Iwoo 

The subproblem mod cis and solutions are fairly general but oriented to 
solar collector conditions. For example, the solution to the mixed convection 

\ 
~: 

i~ 

f 
~ 
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bounded by the one providing Ihe lowest Nu, occurring in the case of hor
izontal tubes without buoyancy effects, and by the one providing an upper 
limit for Nu, corresponding 10 vertical tubes with buoyancy effects included. 
Flow development was included in Ihe analysis, and the effects of buoyancy 
on heal transfer and now distribution were established. Notably, in compar
ison to the case where buoyancy is neglected, the effects of buoyancy 011 now 
in the this system indicate a maximal (I) 5% increase in riser Nusselt number, 
(2) 24'.%'. decrease in now maldistribution fraction, and (3) 38/,'. reduction in 
overall dual-manifold pressure drop. 

Solution of the conjugate problem was found to provide remarkable insight 
into the behavior of the collector and gave quantitative relalionships among 
thc different components and the opera ling conditions. It also confirmed the 
faci Ihal the efficiency of reasonably well-designed conventional flat plate 
collectors can be predicted by the HW model 10 within 3% of Ihe value 
obtained from the significantly more elaborate conjugate model. 

Morcos and Abou-Ellail (1910) developed a partially conjugate numerical 
model of an inclined solar collector with parallel rectangular Ilow channels in 
which they considered mixed developing laminar convection in the channels, 
with circumferentially nonuniform thermal conditions on the channel walls; 
the latter conditions were determined through simultaneous solution of the 
ehannel wall conduction problem. They found that entry length is reduced as 
the Rayleigh number increases and that buoyancy serves to increase the 
Nusselt numbers over those predicted with buoyancy neglected. 

As an alternative 10 the solution of the complicated conjugate problem once 
it was realized Ihallhe Ihermal behavior of Ihe collector is a nonlinear function 
of the temperature, attempts were made to improve on the conventional HW 
linear relationship between efficiency and temperature difference by develop
ing and examining nonlinear relationships. Cooper and Dunkle (1981) devel
oped a nonlinear model in which three nondirnensional groups were added, 
but they determined that lillie improvement was obtained over Ihe conven
tional linear model in charaelerizing the daily performance, Phillips (1982) 
also developed a nonlinear model, with coefficients determined empirically, 
and found that il correlated simulated collector dahl better than the linear 
model. Comparison with collector test data was, however, not made, It should 
be noted, in summary, thai it is already common in collector testing to express 
the efficiency in terms of a quadratic polynomial in (~171). 

Progress Suuuuary VOl' IlwrtJIIIJ" aualysis oj' the thermal-fluid beharior oj' 
ml/er/ors (//1(1 collect or components, II l'tJlyuljll/e JIOIv distribution 1I1l11 "1'11/ 

transler model I\'IIS dcnelone«, 11/1(1 II .W/Il/jO/I techuique II'(I.~ del'e/oped lIlId II.wd
r 

heal Iransfer and fluid mechanics problem in inclined collector risers was I 
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successfull». The modeldoes 1/01 )'t't includenatural (,OIl1lenio" ill Ihl' illSlt/lllilll/ 

spaces as aile III' the sutuwoblems. Nonlinear lumped-system collector models 
were developed a"d show" to represel// collec/or I!llkie/l(')' II Ii/lit' beller /{l/m 

lile linear H W model. 

4.3.4 Plate Absorbers with Flow over Tbeir Entire Surface 

To reduce sealing complexity and thus the cost of the collecror.Iiquid-heating 

collectors typically channel the liquid now through discrete tubular conduits 
attached to the absorber plate, as described in subsection 4.3.1. This reduced 
now area also increases the velocity of the liquid, and consequently the heat 

transfer coefficients between the tubes and the liquid. Because of the relatively 
low heat transfer coefficients bet ween solids and gases and because leakage of 
air is somewhat more tolerable than leakage of liquids, the heated air in 

air-healing solar collectors is exposed typically 10 the entire area of the 

absorber and is not channeled through a number of discrete small conduits 
(figure 4.2). The thermal analysis (see Whillier 1964a and a more recent 

detailed review by Gupta 1982) is very similar in principle to that for plate

tube absorbers (subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2), with the main difference in the 

fact that absorber-to-fluid heat transfer coefficients are calculated for plates 

instead of tubes. 
Going beyond the conventionally used lumped-system energy balance solu

tions, Liu and Sparrow (1980) investigated numerically the effects of radial ivc 

transfer in a shallow and wide rectangular airlflow channel with black walls 

and a configuration consisting of the top plate heated and the bottom in
sulated, as is used in many solar collectors in which the air to be heated flows 
below the absorber (see figure 4.2b). They found that radiative transfer from 

the holler to the cooler plate is significant in the developed laminar now region 
in that it allows the lower plate to transfer by convection up to 40% of the 
heat to the air while reducing the temperature of the upper plate and con
sequently its losses to the ambient. A theoretical model of a similar configura

tion for turbulent now was developed and validated experimentally by Diaz 

and Suryanarayana (1981), but they did not consider radiative exchange. The 
importance of the large heat transfer coefficients at the channel entry was 

eonfirmed. Diab et al. (1980) performed a two-dimensional analysis of a 

number of air-heating solar collector configurations by applying a nodal 

formulation. Apart from the value of the technique for this purpose, an 

important contribution of this study was to indicate, once again (see subsec
tion 4.3.3), that the conventional single-module lumped system analysis pre

dicts efficiencies thai are within 5% of a more elaborate (here six-module) 
n ...... I .... : .... A _ ;.~f,~ __.. 1 _ .... I ••• :_~_ I'.~ .. 4"'~ ... :_~I ~l •• _._ •• , •• _ ~L •• _ ••.• I .... 1•• _ .• ~I 

lector, with fully developed now in the channel, was obtained by Grossman 

ct al. (1977), using :I second-degree polynomial for the temperature profile, 

and by Naidu and Agarwal (1981) who used a more correct, fourth-order, 
polynomial. 

To improve the thermal performance of air-heating collectors, a number of 

designs that increase the contact area between the air and the absorber, or the 

heat transfer coefficients, or both, have been proposed and analyzed. The 

effects of such improvements on collector cost and needed pumping power 

were examined and constrained to acceptable levels in the designs that were 

recommended for development and production, Many of these designs involve 

a rather complex and different now geometry. It would not be practical to 
present general results, but some of the main studies will be mentioned for 
reference. 

An analysis of the 11I't'rluppt'd IJI(/s.~ pluu: air heater (figure 4.2d) proposed 

by Miller (1943) and developed by Lof ct al. (1961) was formulated and 

performed by Selcuk (1971). Christopher and Pearson (19821 produced an 

analysis of convective heat transfer (by solving the two-dimensional conti 

nuity, momentum, and energy equations) in an air heater with overlapped 
opaque louvers. 

Analyses of air heaters with ./illlled absorbers (figure 4.2e) were performed 

by Bevill and Brandt (1968), Cole-Appel and Haberstroh (1976), Cole-Appel 

ct al. (1977), and Youngblood and Mattox (1978), among others. Fin dimcn

sions, spacing, and surface radiative properties were some of the parameters 

considered for improving the collector performance. Y-cornuun ed absorbers 

(figure 4.2f), with air flowing in the V-channels below the absorber, were 
analyzed by Hollands (1963) and Shewen and Hollands (1981), and compar
sions were made with rectangular-channel now passages under nat plate 

absorbers. Short now passages were recommended to take advantage of the 
high heat transfer coefficients in the developing now, and the V-corrugated 

design was found to produce a more efficient collector as compared 10 the nat 

plate absorber design for the same pressure drop and airflow rate. 

Passage of the air through an absorber formed of a porous matrix (figure 

4.2g), as proposed by Bliss (1955), increases the contact area significantly, and 

possibly also the heat transfer coefficients. Chiou et al. (1%5) laid the Iounda

lion for the design and analysis of such collectors and determined friction fac

tors for various slit-and-expanded aluminum foil matrices. Swartmau and 

Ogunladc (1966). Beckman (1968), Lalude and Buchberg (1971), Buchberg ct 
'II. (1971) (the latter two studies proposed a honeycomb convection suppres

sion device on top of the porous bed), and Lansing et al. (1979) proposed and 
laid Ifu~ ,"round fnr 'h,., ~ln~ll"cic nf "",.~n;' Itn.' .'''''''''0 I....... ,' ,.I..,. .... J~ ...... r ..•
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impingellU'IJI solar air heaters in which the heated air impinges via many small 
jets upon the back of the absorber have been studied by Honeywell (1977). 

Progress summary Some progress was made ill the uuderstutulinq ol heat 
transfer ill ducts with aSylllmetric boundary conditions, i/l lIdVl/lieillll to tll'O
dimensionlllmodels,111111 in better undersumdinq of ways to enllllllceheat truustcr 
between the [luid and the absorber. 

4.3.5 Heat Transfer to the Liquid in Solar Collectors for Boiling Liquids 

Many applications require the generation of steam or vapor by solar en
ergy, for example, for driving prime movers. Even if there is no need for steam 
or vapor, the high heat transfer coefficients associated with boiling in tubes 
have appeal for the improvement of collector efficiency. At the same time now 
boiling in tubes is likely to introduce higher pressure drop than single phase 
now and heat transfer, and the now is apt to be less stable. 

A few theoretical and experimental studies have been made on this subject. 
Experiments with boiling acetone and petroleum ether (Soin ct al. 1979), 
fluorocarbon refrigerants such as R-II and R-114 (Downing and Waldin 1980; 
Al-Tarnimi and Clark 1983), butane (801 and Lang 1978), and boiling water 
in a the tubular receiver of a line-focus parabolic trough solar concentrator 
(Hurtado and Kast 1984) have demonstrated both feasibility and improved 
heat transfer coefficients. All three of the reported analyses, for the plate-tube 
collector by AI-Tamimi and Clark (1983) and Abramzon et al. (1983) and for 
the cylindrical receiver of a line-focusing collector by May and Murphy (19H3), 
essentially usc the Houel-Whillier equation and consider two regimes along 
the tube: first the subcooled regime along which the liquid is rising in tempera
ture but not boiling yet, and the performance is evaluated with the conven
tional single-phase coefficients, followed by the boiling regime, downstream 
of the section at which saturation temperature was attained. The calculation 
incorporates the determination of the distance along the tube at which tran
siuon from the subcoolcd single-phase regime to the boiling two-phase regime 
occurs. The analytical approaches arc fairly similar, differing only in the fact 
that Abramzon et al. (19H3), and May and Murphy (191.0) perform energy 
balances on small elements along the tube and integrate the equations along 
the same path, whereas Al-Tamimi and Clark (1983) use the available HW 
results, which already have been integrated for each of the two regimes based 
on the HW approach. Consequently Al-Tarnimi and Clark (1983) proposed 
the same equation for the boiling colleclor as (37), 

'111 = FilM {(lXr)cr - rV!}(I;,- 7:)lL (38) 
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in this case with the heal removal factor FilM expressed as 

f;'R = I'~ 1';1' (39) 

where I'~ is the HW heat removal factor evaluated for single-phase conditions 
and the same now rate used in the boiling collector [see equation (37)], and 
I';, is the correction to the heat removal factor to account for boiling: 

. I - cxp(- 1':*) (I - :*) cxp( - IIZ*)
I'll = + ._--_. _. --. (4U)1- exp(-a) f~/f~I' 

where 

VI-" 
- p -.- ~ 

(41)a = (/illAwlcl'l 

Ln b z* :::::: 
(42)L' 

L n b is the distance along tube needed for the liquid to rise to the saturation 
temperature (determined from an energy balance on the liquid), L is the overall 
length of the tube, and F;. is F' [equation (34)) for the boiling part of the tube. 
The boiling (internal) heat transfer coefficient was determined usually from 
the correia tions by Chen (1966) and Bennet and Chen (1980). 

Abramzon ct al. (1983) further concluded that collectors with internal 
boiling come within 2:%,,-·3% of attaining "ideal" efficiency, that is, the effi
ciency that could be attained for internal heat transfer coefficients and 
Reynolds number approaching infinity, 

Deanda and Faust (1981, AiResearch Mfg. Co.) have designed and devel
oped an insulated, cylindrical coiled tube boiler that is mounted at the focal 
plane of a parabolic solar reflector. It was designed 10 perform as once
through boiler, with or without reheat, for generating steam for a Rankine 
cycle. 

J>ro~ress Summary Almost all l!t' the work ill this area was done durinq tlie 
last decade. As expected, practically ideal internal heat transfer coefficients 
((m/ll tke collector elliciellcy standpoint) can be obtained if boiling is allowed 
illside till' mllec/or lubes. Experiments witn a few fluids demonstrated thisfact 

By adantln« the /I Wmodel to tl,is problen», a reasonable first step lI'as uuule in 
the ahility to predict boi/ill!! collector ef.(iciellcy. More work is needed, primarily 
ill detl'm/illilll/ possible adverse e;rects of increased pressure drop allli [low 
illstal!i/ity and in determiuinq boilim] heat transfer and pressure drop [or the 
boutularY conditiemsspecific to solar collector systems. 
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4.3.6 Collecrors wilh Free Flow and/or Direct Absorption of Radiation 

in the Heated Fluid 

Improvements in heat transfer and in collector capital costs might be realized 

if the conduits for the healed fluid could be eliminated or simplified: Instead 
of irradiating the solid conduit (absorber) and then Iransferring the heal via 

conduction Ihrough the wall, and convection, 10 the healed fluid, the flowing 
Iluid could be exposed to the solar radiation directly, If the fluid layer is highly 

absorptive 10 solar radial ion (this is affected both by the opacity of the fluid 

and by the thickness of the layer), all of the radiation would be converted 10 

heal as it passes through the fluid. Otherwise, the design would ensure Ihal 

most of the radiation transmitted through the Iluid layer be absorbed in the 

solid substrate on which the fluid is flowing, As the temperature of the 

substrate thus rises above that of the fluid, heal would be transferred from Ihe 

substrate 10 the fluid by convection and absorption of the substrate rudiosity. 
Several such configurations were evaluated, and the primary interest at pre
sent is in cvaluating the applicability of these concepts to high temperature 

central-solar-tower-type receivers. 

Free flowing collectors with at least some absorption in the substrate. such 

as the Thomason "Solaris Trickle Collector," were evaluated and analyzed by 

Beard et at. (1977, 1978), and the analysis was advanced a lillie by Vaxman 

and Sokolov (1985). The Solaris collector exhibited a problem Ihal needs to 

be addressed in all free now collectors thai heat a liquid with a free surface: 

evaporation from the free surface with subsequent condensation on the inside 

of the transparent cover pia te. This poses several difficulties.the primary being 

an effective transfer of heal from the liquid to the ambient, and reduction of 

cover transmittance due to condensation, both resulting in low collector 

efficiency. The use of liquids that have a very low vapor pressure at the 

operating temperature can alleviate this problem (see Beard et al. 1977). 

A much more rigorous analytical approach that takes into consideration 

detailed (spectral, directional) radiative interactions in the liquid/substrate 
system was developed and valida led by Arai ct OIl. (1980), Hasatani ct OIl. (1982), 

Baudo et al. (1986), Wang and Copeland (1984), and Webb and Viskantu 

(1985). The latter Iwo studies have also included the film fluid mechanics in 

the analysis. Webb and Viskanta (1985) also discovered that there ex isis a 

critical fluid layer opacity lhal yields the optimal radiation collection effi

ciency: Fluid layers that are less optically thick than this critical value are too 

thin to adequately absorb and transport the incident radiation; layers whose 

opacities are greater than the critical thickness absorb too strongly ncar the 

surface, and subsequent emission reduces their performance. 
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Fully absorbing 'black liquid' collector studies include those by Minardi 

and Chuang (/975), Trentelman and Wojciechowski (1977), Landstrom et al. 

(1978, 1980), Samano and Fernandez (1983), and Janke (1983). Efficiencies 

10%-15% higher than those of conventional plate-tube absorber collectors 

were observed experimentally. Landstrom et al. (1978, 1980) were also engaged 

in the developmenl of a low-cost commercial collector made primarily from 

acrylic material, Black dyes dissolved or suspended in the heated liquid were 

used 10 produce the "black liquid." Stability problems were encounlered, and 

an acceplable and proven "black liquid" needs yet to be found. A complete 

set of radiative properties of india ink suspensions of different coneenlration 

were measured as a function of wa velength by Wagner et al. (1980). 

A radiation-absorbing fluid can also be produced by suspending very fine 

(often in the submicron size) absorbing solid particles in a [lowing gas. This 

concept has been explored, both analytically and cxpcrimenllllly, for a "vol

ume heallrap" collector by Ami et al. (1984) and recommended by Hunt (1978) 

for usc with air as Ihe working medium in a solar central receiver. Analysis 

and experiments by Hunt et al. (1983, 1985) have indica led that the gas 

assumes almost immediately the particle [magnetite was used) lemperalure if 

the particles arc small enough (about 0.1 JIm or less), and that very small 

concentrations of solidsj e 10- 3 kg/m)) are needed to achieve elTective heating 

of the gas. It is noteworthy that the thermal and radiative exchange between 

Ihe particles and the gas cannot be calculated by continuum theories because 

the panicle size is of the order of the mean free molecular path of the gas (Yuen 
et al. 1986). 

Another approach was taken by Sandia Laboralory (Hruby 1985) in which
 

larger particles (sand-size, hundreds Jim) fall in front of the receiver aperture
 

and are thereby irradiated and healed. Rather than just serve to heal the air,
 

these particles serve as the heat transfer medium and are also used as the
 

medium for heal storage. The particle materials proposed were sintered baux


ite for temperatures up 1'0 I,OOOOC and doped fused zircon for higher tempera

lures. Analysis and experiments were being conducted.
 

Progress Summary "Black liquid" collectors have been proposed and hriefly 

tested. hilt uute or 1111 uctiuit y is evideiu ill this area rlOw. Promisiuq work 

is pro('eetlillll IITr direct alnorptio« of' radiation ill [inc parttcles suspellded (or 
ji/WIlY) ill IIiI'. 

4.3.7 Shading Imeels 

Whenever the solar rays arc nOI normal 10 the collector, the collector side 

walls shade a pari (If the absorber. Ccnsidcrinu tvnirnl naf nl"", ,'nUn,,"'. 
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configurations, the use of a "shading factor" s of about 0.97 was recommended 

by which to multiply the conventional collector efficiency prediction equation. 

In this way the thermal analysis of the collector and the prediction or its 

efficiency can be made, assuming that no shading occurs, and the linal effi

ciency is simply multiplied by this shading factor. 

The use of such a constant factor is imprecise, in that the factor depends on 

collector configuration, internal detail, orientation, location, and the diffuse 
fraction of insolation. It is obvious that deeper collectors will have a larger 

part of their area shaded by the side walls and will thus have a lower shading 
factor. This is of particular interest with the use of convcctiou-supprcssion 

devices in front of the absorber. Furthermore, as Lior et al. (1977) remarked, 

the shaded areas still accept diffuse insolation, and both the shaded and 

unshaded parts of the absorber will also intercept some radiation through 

reflections and rcradiations from interior surfaces of the side walls and from 

window panels. The amount of radiation absorbed in this way of course 

depends on the configuration and on radiative properties. In their analysis of 
partially shaded collector arrays, the shaded areas were computed as a func
tion of time (and the solar incidence angle), and it was assumed that these 

areas accept only diffuse radiation, not the radiosity coming from other 

internal surfaces. Nahar and Garg (1980) developed the equation for the 

unshaded area fraction (I - s) of an equator-facing collector: 

(1 - s) = 1 _ (xo::..:t_?y .=-~), (43)
xoD 

where X o is the collector length, D is the collector width, and 

x = d tan 0, sin 1'" (44) 

y = d tan 0, cos 1',. (45) 

where d is the depth of collector, 0, the angle of incidence on the tilted 

equator-facing collector, and 1', the azimuth angle of the tilted collector. 

They also proposed a simplistic correction for diffuse radiation reaching 

the absorber due to reflections from the interior surfaces of the side walls. This 

correction may ha ve the same order of magnitude of error as the con ventional . 
assumption of a constant shading factor. It should also be noted (Lior et al, 
1977) that a shading factor like this, which simply uses the fractional unshaded 

area to multiply the overall equation for collector efficiency, is inherently in 

error (up to 500%, as shown in the computations performed by these authors) 

since it indiscriminately multiplies both the energy input and energy loss terms 

in the equation: Shaded areas indeed may collect less energy, but they continue 
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to lose it. This fact was included in the computer program SOLSYS developed 

by Lior et al, (1977). 

Shading may also occur due to various objects between the sun and the 

collector, including other collectors (c.g., in an array configuration with more 

than one row of collectors). Computation of the position, shape, and size of 

shaded areas based on the geometry of the obstructions and of the target area 

(e.g., the collector's absorber surface) and on the position of the sun is well 
understood (sec, U.S. Post Office 1969; DOE-2 1981), although new and more 

effective techniques arc being developed (see Budin and Budin 1982; Sassi el 
al. 19KJ). Jones and Burkhart (l9KI) developed analytically an extension of 

the Liu and Jordan (1961) model for insolation incident on a collector, for 

mutual shading by parallel rows of solar collectors, and pointed to an error 
in a previous analysis by Appelbaum and Bany (1979). 

Progress Summary Tire extent and effect of collector .~II//(lillg ('(1/1 "ow lie 

predicted correctly. This also allows optimal spacinu of collector arrays where 
the collector IIWlIIlti/l{J area is constrained, by allowinq partial shadillg during 
some periods while producillg more Ileal overall Illall could be obtained [nun 
fewer roll's (\\IlIicll ilre placed [artlier apart lind are /lIllS always ul1shaded). 

4.4 Heat Transfer through the Back and Side 

4.4.1 Collector Insulation 

As shown figure 4.9, the heat loss through the back and sides of the collector 

is governed by the resistance due 10 heat conduction through the insula lion 

/{k 11 13- which is also usually predominant, in series with the parallel combi

nation of the convective resistance Re lJ -a and the radiative resistance R<I J-b 

between the exterior surface of the collector back and sides and the ambient. 

It is common practice to neglect the resistances to the ambient relative to the 

one through the thermal insulation and to assume that the temperature 

difference driving both back and edge losses is the same: I'll (or 17) - 1~. The 

calculation of heal loss is thus slraightforward (see Gilleland 1980). 

Although the above-described approach is often adequate for design pur

poses, the oversimplified model used does not allow precise optimization of 

insulation and docs not address adequately collector designs and installations 

for which thc simplifications do not apply. One obvious error, as Tabor (1958) 

also pointed out, is in the description of the edge losses due to heal conduction 

through the side insulation. The absorber plate is located perpendicular to the 

edge insulation and is not parallel to it, and the heat flow from the absorber 
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To 

Bock 
insulation 

Figure 4.16
 
Three-dimensional conductive heal transfer (rom absorber through collector side- and hack

insulation,
 

to the ambient is two-dimensional (three-dimensional in the corner regions). 
as shown in figure 4.16. Tabor (1958)computed correction factors to account 
for this and recommended that a good starting point for design is to specify 
the same thickncss for the side insulation as selected for the back insulation. 

Another error may arise due to the neglection of the convective and radia
tive exchange with the ambient. This may become important in areas where 
no wind is present at the collector and back edge (for the convective resistance) 
or where radiative exchange may become significant. The latter can occur 
if (I) the outer surface of the back and edges is at high temperature, either 
due to high absorber temperatures or smaller amount of insulation, (2) the 
temperature of the ambient surfaces (or sky) is relatively low, and (3) the 
temperature of the ambient surfaces and/or the albedo is high, thus actually 
acting to mid energy to the collector through its back and sides. 

Saleunanathan and Gandhidasan (191:\ I) pointed out that for small angles 
of inclination, such as those used in low latitudes, natural convection in 
enclosures that are hot at the top and cold at the bottom is very small. and 
they have therefore recommended that the solid back insulation could be 
replaced with an air gap, preferably including a plate placed pnrallel to the 
absorber that would serve as radiation shield between the absorber and the 
back cover. Their experiments indicated that a collector with such an air gap 
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insulation performed perhaps even a little better than a collector with fibrous 
back insulation. 

Jones and Lior (1979) developed an insulation design procedure for solar 
heating systems and presented optimal insulation thickness selection graphs 
based on a present-value life-cycle cost analysis. 

4.4.2 L>ouble-Exposure Collectors 

Going an important step beyond the idea of eliminating the solid insulation 
from the back of the collectors (see the discussion in subsection 4.4.1), Souka 
(1965) recommended construction of a collector that is glazed on both sides. 
with the exposure of the back of the absorber to insolation reflected from a 
mirror placed behind the collector. This almost doubles the amount of solar 
energy incident on the same collector. His experiments, as well as those by 
others (see Savery et al. 1976; Savery and Larson 1978)indicated significant 
improvement in total energy collected, Souka and Safwat (1966, 1969) have 
also developed a simplified theoretical thermal model of such collectors and 
have made recommendations for the optimal orientation of the collector and 
of the mirrors. 

Boosting of the solar radiation incident on the front of conventional single
exposure flat plate collectors with nat mirror reflectors has been the subject 
of a number of studies. beginning with Shuman's work on a solar water
pumping system in Philadelphia in 1911 (see Tabor 1966; McDaniels et al. 
1975; Grassie and Sheridan 1977; Baker et al. 1978; Kaehn et al. 1978; Larson 
1980a. h). The results were encouraging, and the techniques used for the 
optical analysis can be also adapted to the optimization of double-exposure 
collector-mirror systems. 

Progress Summary Almost half of lite collector surface area is located at its 
hack. Tile hack mn he just insulated 10 reduce heal losses,or il can be designed 
10 even add 10 the heut input to the collector, such as is done in double-exposure 
coitccuw«. ;j1/IIOU~/11 Ilwee-dilllensional conduction analysis ill tile hack atul side 
insulution \\IolIM provid« more precise ;,!/im/l/ll ion [or insulatiOIl optimizatioll 
IIIIIIIIhe currently used one-dimrusionulculculatious,enouyll II'/IS already known 

from 'he pracliC/JI.~/(mtlfJoi/l/. so 1101 IIIl1ch progress WIIS needed ill thermal tlieorv 

and modeluu; in this area, and indeed lillie was done. The replacement o] solid 
insulation ill lite back witl) a suppressed-conoection air sf/ace IVllrrallls (//I 

e/"ollomicIIl/i'asihilily study. 

I~xpv.~ure of ti,e hack of the collector Iv solar radiation rejlected from mirrors 
has conclusioelv shown a marked improvement in the thermal performance of 
such II dOIlMe-exposure collector, III/I il was not made clear yel whether the 
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additional ('o.l/s associated with thi» instullathili, and "I(' nccd to {llT;oc!;colly 
adjust the mirror position and to maintuin the mirror surface. can be justified. 

Heat Transfer in Partially Evacuated Enclosures 

It was obvious at least from the beginning of the century, when Emmet (1911) 

of the General Electric Company patented a Iubular evacuated solar collector 

module, that vacuum between the absorber and the cover would reduce heal 

losses due to both convection and conduction and thus would improve 

efficiency significantly. Renewed interest was expressed following the work by 

Speyer (1965), who built and successfully tested several variations of a tubular 

evacuated solar collector, and Blum (Blum et al. 1973; Eaton and Blum 1975), 

who proposed, built, and tested nat plate evacuated collectors. The 1970s 

saw vigorous development of many types of evacuated solar collectors (see. 

Graham 1979), as shown in figure 4.3, and they also attained some market 

acceptance. 
Aspects related to radiative transfer through the cylindrical cover to the 

absorber were discussed in subsection 4.2.1. Heat transfer in the absorber and 

the heated fluid were included in section 4.3. Overall performance analysis is 

described later in section 4.11. 
Practically all of the analyses of evacuated solar collectors ha vc assumed 

the existence of a perfect vacuum, that is, the absence of any conduction or 

convection in the evacuated space. This simplifies the analysis relative to that 

needed for non vacuated collectors and is correct for collectors that ha ve been 

evacuated sufficiently to make these modes of heat transfer small enough to 

be negligible. For example, a vacuum of about 10- 2 mmHg (absolute, or 10' 5 

Torr) is needed to reduce the conductivity of air to 1% of its value at atmo

spheric pressure, and this is indeed the vacuum that has been used in most of 

the collector designs. The costs of manufacturing evacuated collectors are, 

however, somehow proportional to the vacuum level that needs to be allained 

and maintained during the life of the collector. It is therefore of interest to 

determine overall heat transfer as a function of the absolute pressure [i.c., 

degree of vacuum) in the enclosure and also to understand the Iacrors that 

may increase the pressure during the life of the collector, such as joint leakage, 

volatilization of internal components, and penetration of gases from the 

adjoining spaces (e.g., the ambient and the working fluid) through the vacuum 

enclosure (usually glass) into the evacuated space. 

Lou and Shih (1972a, b), Thomas (1973, 1979), and Wideman and Thomas 

(1980) studied conduction heat transfer in rarefied (partial vacuum) between 
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parallel plates and concentric cylinders and spheres and developed recorn

mended equations. 

Glasses are permeable to helium, which is present in the atmosphere at a 

partial pressure of about 4 x 10-) Torr. This pressure is usually higher than 

that used in evacuated collectors (10- 5 Torr), and if it penetrates into the 

collector and comes to its equilibrium pressure, it will cause a reduction in 

collector efficiency. Thomas (1981) presented a method for calculating the 

helium penetration rates and the consequent conduction heat nux. He con

cluded that penetration time constants of about 50 years can be expected if 

the glass envelope is kept close to ambient temperatures but that this would 

be reduced to a mailer of a few months if the glass was operated at tempera

tures over 200"C. If helium came to its atmospheric equilibrium pressure in 

the collector, the conductive heat nux could rise from about 1% of the radiative 
nux, at 10- 4 Torr, to about 25%. 

If the correlations expressing the Nusselt number as a function of the 

Rayleigh (or Grushof'] number just after convection onset are also correct for 

high vacuums, it is easy to determine the absolute pressure at which natural 

convection can be suppressed, as Eaton and Blum (1975) have done. They 

suggested that convection would he suppressed at pressures less than about 

7 Torr for conditions typical to nat plate solar collectors operating at absorber 

temperatures up to 175°C. They also confirmed this experimentally in a 

qualitative way. It is important to note that convection can thus be suppressed 

even if the higher vacuums needed to suppress conduction have not been 

attained (or have slightly deteriorated in time due to leakage). 

Progress Summary Major progress WllS made i/l evacuated solar collectors. 
Sl/(II collectors existed only ill concept £It the tum of tile /970 decade, and yet 
tlley IlUve bequn competitu; effcctioel» for a share of tile market at tile end of 
that decade. Understundinq of the thermal theory of presem-ueneraiion collec
tors of this type, al/(I the ability to predict their behavior, became i/l that short 
time at least as i}oodas tluu for W/lvell/;o//al flat plate collectors. The primary 
aspects i/l wllicll progress needs to he Illude, apart from tile ever-present need 
[or cost reduction, are ;/1 ;mprOl'illg tile enerqy collection rate [(aI)or] and 
perlw[Js ill the understundinq of hem transfer tile ;/1 partial vacuum i/l such 
collector ccJ/ljlgurut ;OIlS. 

4.6 Heat Transfer from the Collector Exterior 

Unless the collector is well shielded from wind, the convective thermal re
sistance U. between ils "xl"r;"r :Inri 11lf' "rnhil'nl lfilll"'" 4 ()\ i c d"min"',,,1 
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by forced convection due to wind now over the collector (otherwise, the 
resistance is associated with natural convection). It is a quaint fact that the 
only way to calculate the heat transfer coefficient hw due to forced convection 
over nat collector plates till fairly recently was by using the dimensional 
empirical correlation developed by Jurges in 1924 (see McAdams 1954) for 
now parallel to a plate: 

hw = 5.7 + 3.8V, (46) 

where V is the wind velocity, with all units in SI. The lack of characteristic 
length and the independence from properties and inclinations limit the validity 
of this correlation severely. The Russian literature shows the use of dimension
less correlations in the laminar now regime, which also take angles of attack 
and yaw into account (Avezov et al. 1973a, b; Avezov and Vakhidov 1973). 

Before development of improved predictive equations for convective wind 
effects is attempted, it must be realized that (I) wind varies with time in speed, 
direction, and turbulence, and its mean velocity changes with height, (2) wind 
arriving at the collector is affected by the topography upstream of the collector 
and surrounding it (see Kind et al. 1983;Kind and Kitaljcvich 1985;Lee 1987), 
(3) sharp differences in wind speed and direction were found even on the face 
of each collector (Oliphant 1979), (4) free stream turbulence of the wind, in 
part generated by upstream and surrounding obstacles, has an important 
effect on heat transfer and can explain the difference belween wind tunnel 
results with low free stream turbulence and resulls obtained in the natural 
environment, where the free stream turbulence may be 20/" (based on the local 
velocity) and the convective heat transfer coefficient twofold higher (Test et 
al. 1981; Francey and Papaioannou 1985; Lee 1987),and (5) the shape of thc 
leading edge of the collector affects convection at its surface downstream 
through such phenomena as separation, reattachment, and redevelopment 
(see Ota and Kon 1979;Test and Lessman 1980). 

Sparrow and coworkers (Sparrow and Tien 1977; Sparrow ct al. 1979, 
1982)conducted a series of experiments in a wind tunnel, to develop corrcla
tions for convective heat transfer, using the naphtalene sublimation technique 
as analog to heat transfer. Square and rectangular plates of about 2 to 5 in, 
size were placed at different angles of attack and yaw, and both windward 
and leeward plate configurations were investigated for 2 x 104 < Re < 105 

(laminar now). They have developed a correlation for windward orientations: 

j = O.86Re~ 112, (47) 

wherej is the Colburnj-faetor = Nu/(RePr), and 
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Rei = V(4A/C). ., (48)
I' ' 

;~·4 • " where A is the area of the plate and C the length of its perimeter. 
They found practically no effect of angles of allack or yaw. With the 

collector leeward (wind blowing at its back) they found that for Reynolds 
numbers below 6 x 104 windward-face plates exhibit heat transfer coefficients 
about 10/;, higher than leeward-face ones, but this was reversed as Re exceeded 
6 x 104

; <It Re = 105 the windward-face coefficient became 15% lower than 
the leeward-face one. They also determined that adding coplanar plates at 
the edges of the collector moves the highly convecting edge zones to these 
passive edge plates, and the heat loss can be reduced by up to about 10/;r, 

The above correlation, as well as experimental results obtained by Kind et 
al. (19!DI and Kind and Kitaljevich (1985) obtained in highly turbulent non
uniform flows generated in a wind tunnel, give heat transfer coefficients that 
may be as much as four-times lower than the Jurges correlation. Onur and 
Hewitt (11)80) made convective heat transfer experiments with 6 in. models 
under a free jet and obtained results about 10% lower than those of Sparrow 
and coworkers. Kind and Kitaljevich (1985) also found that heat transfer 
coefficients for solar collectors mounted at an angle on a nat horizontal roof 
are 50~~:. higher Ihan those for collectors mounted flush with an inclined roof. 

Truncellito et al. (1987) obtained numerical solutions for turbulent forced 
convection over a plate with an angle of attack for Reynolds numbers up to 

3 X 10 5. They found thai the Nusselt number increases slightly with the angle 
of attack and that the j-factor is the same for Re ~ 3 x 104 as that predicted 
by equation (47), but it is increasingly larger as Re increases. Correlations of 
Nu as a function of Rc, Pr, and the angle of attack were provided. 

Lior and Segall (1986) have done experimental studies in a wind tunnel to 
determine convective heat transfer coefficients on a solar collector array 
composed of three parallel rows, all facing the wind, with variable spacing and 

inclination, and 4.8 x 104 < Re < 8.5 x 105
• For the upstream plate the Col

burn j-Iuctor was found to be slightly higher than that predicted by equation 
(47). It was up to about 40/" higher for the second plate, due to elTects of the 
wake generated by the plate upstream, but only up to about 30~<, higher for 
the third plate, due to the now pattern. I t was a weak function of inclination 
and spacing for the two downstream plates. 

Forced convection heat transfer information for external now around cylin
drical collectors can be found in the book by Zukauskas (1985) which deals 
exclusively with heat transfer from cylinders exposed to externaillow. 
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Progress Summary Althouql: importalii prowess was made dllrilll/ the last 
decade in the uuderstundinq of forced convectioll over inclined plates [or Rey
nolds numbers below lOs, and ill advancing beyond the limitatiolls (II' tile Jurqes 
correlation, we 11£I1'e only begun to understand and to try 10 predict heal transfer 
due to wind ;n the natural ellvironmellt and for realistic collectortsurrtnnul 
yeometries. The extension of the past work 10larger Reynolds numbers, attain
ment of better agreement between results of different inoestiqators, and the 
accountinq for rea/geometries and the natural el/v;rOllmellt /Ire needed. 

4.7 Transient Effects 

The transient nature of solar radiation, ambient temperature, wind, and the 
heat load indicates that there may be merit in investigating the transient 
behavior of collectors, instead of using steady-state models such as the HW 
one. This is particularly important if the collectors have ,I large lime constant. 
if frequent and strong variations in insolation occur in a region, or if the 
collector performance has a rapid influence on the ultimate heat load, on other 
parts of the solar system, or on system controllers. Klein et al. (1974)compared 
the zero-thermal-capacitance HW model with one-node (all thermal capacity 
lumped into one term) and multinode (transient energy balances for each 
component solved simultaneously) models that include the thermal storage 
term in the energy equation [equation (I)] for conventional flat plate collector 
parameters. They determined that the collector responded to step changes of 
the meteorological variables within a fraction of an hour and that therefore 
the zero-capacitance (steady-state] model is adequate when hourly (or longer
period) meteorological data are used. In other words, they recommended that 
transient effects need not be considered in performance modeling of conven
tional collectors. Wijeysundera (1976, 1978) developed a detailed transient 
model for an air-heating collector, and his results essentially concurred with 
those by Klein et al. (1974): A two-node model gave accurate results for 
collectors with up to three cover plates, a single-node model was satisfactory 
for collectors with one cover plate, but even a steady-state model was adequate 
if only hourly meteorological data were used. 

Siebers and Viskanta (1978), de Ron (1980), Saito et al. (1984), and Kam
minga (1985) modeled Oat plate collectors by a set of at least three coupled 
equations, one each describing the transient energy balance in the fluid, each 
of the cover plates, and absorber. Whereas de Ron (1980) and Kamminga 
(1985) ignored heat conduction in the absorber and glass and thus ended up 
with these two equations being first-order ordinary differential, Siebers and 
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Viskanta (1978)and Saito et al. (1984) in addition consider conduction in the 
flowdirection and thus have two (or three for two cover plates) second-order 
partial differential equations and one first-order partial dilTerential equation. 
The latter approach produced excellent agreement with experimental data. 
Both de Ron (1980) and Kamminga (1985), however, introduced simplified 
linear models that can represent collector behavior well without the need to 
use the rigorous, complex models. Other researchers have pointed out that 
apart from the already-recognized imporlance of the heat capacity of the fluid, 
the heat transfer coefficient between the tubes and the heated fluid is an 
important parameter that should not be ignored in transient analysis and that 
the single-node model (see Klein et al. 1974) does not describe the transient 
behavior well. It was found that the transient temperature of the heated fluid 
in collectors in which the absorber is well-insulated from the cover plate (as 
it usually is] can be predicted well from models that use only the transient 
energy balance equations for the fluid and the absorhcr and ignore the 
transient terms in the equation for the cover plate. 

Interested in investigating transient performance of evacuated tubular col
lectors, which have a large lime constant, Mather (1982) applied a similar 
analysis to that of de Ron (1980) and obtained excellent agreement with 
experimental data. A similar model for the same purpose was developed later 
by Bansal and Sharma (1984). Morrison and Ranatunga (1980) developed a 
transient model for thermosyphon collectors and verified it experimentally. 

Edwards and Rhee (198I) proposed a useful correction in the experimental 
determination of instantaneous efficiencyof solar collectors that uses the time 
constant of the collectors determined by separate experiment (with no 
insolation). 

In closing, it should be noted that good understanding of the theory of the 
transient behavior of collectors can also lead to the development of techniques 
for the rapid experimental determination of the parameters that characterize 
the collector and its performance. This could be used in collector performance 
testing and diagnostics and possibly in collector and component R&D. 

Progress Summary As [ound ill the early 1970s, steady-slare lIIodels are 
rulequ/lte for describiuq the ellergy collection perforlllance of COIlVerlliOlla1 fIlII 

plate collectors, when houri}' (or IOllger-period) meteorological data IH'e used. 
Trallsiellt modelinq is, however, necessary for collectors with. larqe time COIl

s/allis (e.y., m/lllY of the evacuated-lUbe collectors) or when the trallsiellt combi
lIationof weather, insolation, load, and system operation are such £IS to require 
it. Very qood transient models witl, that capability have been developed and 
[Jaijierl d/lrill!/ the lust decade. Good understandina 01' tiretheory or the trallsient 
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behavior of collectors 1'1111 lead to the development of experimental techniques 

for rapid diaqnostics tIIld eoaluation 4 col/ector ncrfonnance. 

4.8 Thermal Design of Solar Concentrator Receivers 

Receivers are essentially solar collectors too, and their thermal theory would 

therefore be reviewed here. On the other hand, the few that exist have been 

custom designed for the specific system in which they operate, and there isn't 

nearly as much information on their thermal modeling and optimization as 

a vailable for solar collectors. The review of this subject would be rather brief, 

From the viewpoint of thermal theory and modeling, solar concentrator 

receivers have many obvious similarities to conventional nonconcernrating 

solar collectors, but they also differ from them in several aspects: 

I. For high concentration ratios it is often not practical to transfer the 

maximally focused radiant nux [about 250 Btu/ft 2 s (2.8 MW/m 2) as it enters 
or strikes the receiver, an order of magnitude greater than used in conven
tional fuel-fired boilers] into the working Iluid even with the highest practical 

conductive/convective heat transfer coefficients between the exterior wall of 

the Iluid conduit and the Iluid itself, especially if the highest fluid outlet 

temperature is desired. An attempt to apply that nux to fluid conduits may 
result in poor efficiency and in hot spots that can damage the receiver. A 

typical remedy is to redistribute the radiant nux over a larger heat exchanger 

area inside the receiver once the beam entered it, while keeping the inlet 

aperture small to reduce radiative and convective losses. 

2. Radiant energy exchange becomes dominant and requires much more 

precise calculation. 

3. Due to the larger temperature differences between the receiver and the 

ambient, and in some cases due to the larger characteristic dimensions, the 
Grashof number reaches up to 10'4, and natural convection becomes highly 

turbulent and mueh more vigorous. For open cavities in wind, the forced 
convection Reynolds number at the same time may reach 107

• This requires 

both theoretical and empirical heat transfer information, which is still quite 

scarce (sec Abrams 1983; Siebers and Kraabel 1984). 

4. The large temperature differences incurred require the consideration of the 

temperature dependence of the radiative and convective properties of the 
materials. 

5. In contrast with nononcentrating collectors, the diffuse component of solar 

radiation usuallv needs not be considered in the thermal analvsis. 
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A plate-tube design (with tubes spaeed very closely, often touching each 

other) is commonly used for receivers. Tube now patterns are determined by 

considerations of heat transfer, thermal stress, heated fluid quality (fraction of 
vapor), and cost (sec Sobin et al. 1974). The plate-tube system gains energy 
from the solar nux and in cavity receivers also from irradiation and reflections 

from other surfaces that it views, and it loses heat by reradiation, natural 

convection, and possibly forced convection ifexposed to wind. The useful heat 

is gained by the working fluid, which may exit in the same phase in which it 

entered, or phase change may occur during passage. The latter may be in a 
boiler, in which a subcoolcd liquid may first be brought to saturation tempera

ture and then change phase into steam. Finally, the generated steam may he 

superheated before it exits the receiver. 

Cavity Receivers (figure 4.4) Cavity receivers are designed to minimize ra

diative losses by absorbing as much as possible of the incoming radiation 

into internal walls that do not view the opening. Due to the large temperature 
dilTerences between the interior walls of the cavity and the ambient, and often 

the large size of the receiver, natural convection in the cavity can be vigorous, 

and it would carry some of the heat from the walls to the cavity aperture. That 

aperture is often open to the ambient because of the high temperatures that 

such windows may beexposed to, and it also reduces transmittance losses in 
the window.' 

Rozk ov (1977) studied natural convection in cylindrical receivers. Hum

phrey and Jacobs (1981) developed a numerical model for predicting laminar 

now and temperature fields in a small open cubical cavity subiect to external 

wind, and they calculated the heat loss from the cavity. Since many receivers 

would usually incur turbulent convection, the model needs to be developed 
further and compared with experiments, Clausing (1983) developed a simpli

fied engineering model to determine heat losses from such a cavity receiver, 

and it was found that his predictions were in close agreement with the 
experimental data of McMordie (1984) and Mirenayat (1981). He also devel

oped a scmicmpiricul correlation for the heat transfer coefficients between 
the inner surface of the cavity and the air for different surface angles. Later 

(Clausing ct al. 1986) he determined from experiments that the area of the 

aperture and its location have a major influence on the overall Nusselt number 

for heat loss. Natural convection from a 2.2-m electrically heated cubical 

cavity was measured by Kraabel (1981). The aperture was vertical, comprising 

one side of the cube. The Grashof number in the experiments was varied 

between 9.4 x 10'0 and 1.2 x lOll. The experimental results were used to 

develop a correlation for the Nusselt number, and the correlation was reported 
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interesting result from Kraabel's correlation was thnt for surface temperatures 
above 420 K, the Nusselt number for the cavity was larger than that for a 
single vertical plate, and thus the total heat loss from a cavity can exceed that 
calculated from the sum of losses from the individual walls. 

Wind effects on cavity receiver heat transfer have not yet been studied 
experimentally, and the theory is also in its infancy. 

Radiative exchange inside cavity receivers,and conclusions for the improve
ment of their performance, have been calculated by McKinnon et al. (1965) 
and Grilikhes and Obtemperanskii (1969). In one cavity receiver. the receiver 
consisted of a conically wound tube, with the base (opening) of the cone acting 
as the aperture for the incoming concentrated solar flux (Rice et OIL 198I). Rice 
et OIl. performed II thermal analysis on a rather simplified model of this rcccivcr 
and determined its performance. As expected, smaller cone angles for the same 
size of the cone opening (base) provided higher receiver efficiency because of 
the reduction of the radiative loss. Convection inside the cone was treated in 
an oversimplified way, IIlId the conclusions must be regarded as being pri
marily qualitative. 

A detailed design of a 550-MW, output quad-cavity receiver (figure 4.4) for 
generating and superheating steam in a solar central power plant has been 
presented by Wu et al. (1983). In comparing this design to an external receiver 
for similar duty, the authors found that the losses for this cavity receiver were 
aboul half of those for the external receiver. It is noteworthy, though, that not 
enough is known yet about losses due to combined natural convection and 
wind effects from cavity receivers; they may be larger than estimated by these 
authors (see Hildebrandt and Dasgupta 1980). Harris and Lenz (1985) ana
lyzed thermal performance of concentrator/cavity receiver systems and made 
recommendations for optimization. 

A cylindrical cavity receiver with an aperture parallel [0 the axis of the 
cylinder (figure 4.17), which is suitable for line-focusing concentrators, was 
recommended and analyzed by Boyd et OIl. (1976), and a version of it was 
analyzed, built, and tested successfully in a parabolic-trough concentrator 
(Barra and Franceschi 1982), with further recommendations for optimization. 
CPC collectors may also be regarded in some sense as cavity receivers. Thermal 
analyses of heat transfer and natural convection in a CI>C receiver were 
performed numerically by Abdel-Khalik et al. (1978),and thermal analysis for 
an evacuated glass-jacketed crc receiver was performed by Thodos (1976). 

It is important to note that there is a trade-off in cavity receiver designs 
between having a large receiver aperture, associated with a low concentra
tion ratio, tv capture all of the incoming energy, and having a small aperture 
(high concentrauon ratio) to minimize radiation and convect ion losses (s~~ 
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Cross section of the cylindrical cavity receiver. Source: Boyd ct at (1976).
 

Pons 1980). This fact couples the thermal analysis with the design of the 
concentrator. 

Internal radiative exchange and heal transfer through the working fluid 
conduit walls into the fluid become quite complicated when optimized designs 
are sought, and the solution of such problems must be done numerically. A 
finitedifference code for simulating heat transfer in cylindrical solar receivers, 
named "HEAP," was developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Lansing 
1979). A program to analyze cavity radiation exchange ("CREAM") was 
developed at the University of Houston (Lipps 1983). Other programs have 
been developed by the Aerospace Corporation and modified by J PL (EI 
Gabalawi ct al. 1978)and by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (Bird 1978), 
by the Solar Energy Research Institute (Finegold and Herlevich 1980), and 
by Sandia National Laboratories (MIRVAL: Leary and Hankins 1979; 
HEllOS: Viuitoc and Biggs 1981). Some of these programs also apply to 
external receivers. 

External Receivers (figure 4.5) The external receiver of Solar 1, the lO-MW 
solar thermal nower nlanr al Il:-lrslow I'alifornia is a nlll'P-lhrnlloh hnil .. r nf 
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7-m diameter and (2.5-m height. The average temperature of the exterior of 

the receiver is 600cT, and the wind velocities perpendicular 10 the receiver arc 

oto 25 m/s. These conditions result in Reynolds numbers (based on diameter) 

of 0 to 108 and Grashofand Rayleigh numbers of 101 2 to 1014 
• 

Siebers et al. (1982,1983) conducted experiments on a 3 x 3 m electrically 

heated plate in a wind tunnel and developed correlations for natural, mixed, 

and forced convection in the laminar and turbulent regimes. Mixed convection 

was found to exist in the range 0.7 < Gr/Re2 < 10.0. A correlation was also 

developed to indicate the transition from laminar to turbulent now. It should 

be noted that natural convection on this receiver is always turbulent, and it 

can be neglected relative to the wind-induced forced convection only when 

the wind velocity exceeds about 3 m/s. Since wind velocities vary between 0 

and 25 m/s, there are many periods in which natural convection is the domi

nant convection mode. Mixed convection for these configurations was studied 

by Afshari and Ferziger (1983). 
Details of the thermal analysis and overall design of an external cylindrical 

receiver to generate and superheat steam for a IOO-MW. solar central power 

plant (figure 4.5) has been presented by Yeh and Wiener (1984) and Durrant 

ct al. (1982). The importance of heat losses due to wind and their effect on 

overall efficiency were determined as a result of the analysis: For example. 

when wind velocity increased from 0 to 13 m/s, the receiver efficiency 

decreased from about 91% to 86% (at an ambient temperature of 25"C). A 

general purpose computer program for the design of solar thermal central 

external receiver plants, DELSOL2, was developed by Sandia National 

Laboratories (Dellin et al. 1981). 

External receivers, usually in the form of a tube coiled helically around a 

cylindrical mandrel, are also used with the fixed-mirror distributed-focus 

concentrator in which the concentrator is a fixed hemispherical dish and the 

receiver tracks the focal point. The tube carrying the heated fluid is exposed 

to a highly asymmetric radiative nux. Dunn and Vafaie (1981) have developed 

empirical correlations for the Nusselt number for both single and boiling 

water/steam now inside the coil. 

As stated earlier, external receivers in the form of a simple tube conducting 

the heated fluid are often used with line-focusing concentrators. The tube's 

centerline is placed at the focal line, and in many designs it is placed con

centrically inside another (transparent) tube to insulate it by the annular air 

(or vacuum) gap formed thereby. Analyses of such receivers were done by 

Barra et al. (1978a, b), Deanda and Faust (1981), Harrison (1982), and May 

and Murphy (19831, and reviewed by Chiang (19X2), and a numerical analysis 
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of the effects of natural convection in the annular air gap on heat losses was 

performed by Ratzcl et al. (1979). 

Direct absorption receivers, where the solar nux is absorbed directly in the 

working fluid, such as in powders, particles, and molten salt films, are in the 

research stage, and their thermal principles have been reviewed in section 4.3.6. 

Progress Summary Mucl: progres.~ IlUs been realized ill the tllermal analysis, 
desiqn, and com/ruc/io" of both small and larqe solar receivers. lnformution 
about wind effects and natural convection, separately and combined, on heat 
losses ill larqe receivers i.~ still inadequate. luterestinq concepts of receivers 
tllat employ direct IIIlsorpt itlll Id' the solar [lux ill/o powder/air sl4SpenSiOlls, 

solid partides, and jallil/o liquul films are being explored. 

4.9 Solar Collector Arrays 

It has been recognized in both theory and practice that arrays composed of 

a large number of collectors do not perform in a way that could be predicted 

by the simple addition of the performances of the individual collectors that 

compose them. Large arrays typically performed poorer, in some installations 

at half the efficiency predicted from single collector data. The reasons for the 

difference include increased heat and pressure losses from array piping, now 

maldistribution among the collectors, increased heat losses due to wind be

cause of the influence of the array on the wind at its location, much larger 

thermal capucitancc, and sometimes mutual shading of collectors. 

Supported by the USDOE, Lior and coworkers at the University of Penn

sylvania developed a computer simulation program to address these array 

design and performance problems (Menuchin et al. 1981), and they have 

started the experimental study of wind effects on the thermal performance of 

collector arrays because no data in this area were available (Lior and Segall 

1986, described in further detail in section 4.6). The problems associated with 

large array performance have recently brought about a workshop of the 

International Energy Agency (Bankston 19841 in which comprehensi ve in

formation on operating, design, and research aspects of large arrays was 

presented and discussed. General agreement was obtained among the work

shop attendees that many systems operated at half of the predicted efficiency, 
or worse. 

The objective of the work at the University of Pennsylvania was to optimize 

design of collector arrays by determining the best configuration of collector 

rows as a function of available collector mounting area, interrow spacing, 

row orientation, collector inclination and height, wind effects, and system cost. 
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Two comprehensive computer programs were developed for the simulation 
and optimization: SOLRA Y, which computes the hydrodynamics of now in 
arbitrarily piped (any parallel series combination) solar collector arrays, with 
the inclusion of both inertia and friction effects (based on the work by Jones 
and Lior 1978), and the University of Pennsylvania program SOLSYS (Edcl

man et al. J977) which computes the thermal efficiency of the arrays by using 
as input the individual now rates computed by SOLRA Y. SOLSYS can also 
compute the thermal performance of partially shaded collectors. From the 
information provided by SOLSYS, SOLRA Y then determines overall energy 
efficiencies and costs of different solar collector array configurntions, to lind 
the optimum. Heat losses from interconnecting pipescould be calculated from 
another program developed by Jones and Lior (1979). 

For the size and piping of typical nat plate solar collectors, it was found 
(Menuchinet al. 1981)that the now in the parallel now dual-manifold system 
is friction dominated; that is. the now rate is lowest in the inner collectors. 
Since parallel now dual-manifold systems provide more uniform now distribu
tion than reverse now ones, only parallel now was considered in the optimiza
tion. The maldistribution increases with the spacing between the parallel piped 
collectors and with their number. It also increases as the collector pressure 
drop is decreased and as the ratio between the diameter of the tube connecting 
the collector to the manifold and the diameter of the manifold is increased. A 
life-cycle present-value cost analysis (for 1978 conditions, and includes also 
both energy and capital costs of pumping) showed that the cost has a mini
mum for a given number of collectors piped in parallel. which for the total 
number of collectors considered (48, 96, 192, and 288), consisted of 16 to 24 
collectors. Other information useful to array design was also provided. 

Using a simple HW model for collector performance and considering u 
single parallel piped row, Culham and Sauer (1984) suggested Ihat now 
imbalance in arrays would have little effectas long as the now in the collector 
does not fall below 35% of the recommended design value. Mansfield and 
Eden (1978) made recommendations on the ways to use thermography for 
determining malfunctions or now maldistribution in collector arrays. 

Array piping and contiguration is of great importaucc in distributed con
centrator solar thermal heat and power systems, particularly because of the 
high temperature and the greater spacing between the units. A number of 
computer programs have been developed for economic optimization of the 
piping of such systems (see Barnhart 1979; Fujita et at 1982), 

II was recognized (Eck ct at 1984) that dilTerences between array perfor
mance and single-collector performance predictions may well arise also from 
t h r,,# ,I I ,hi' 1" ~I r,1 t .,.1:. ;..." r 11,,,.' i...... '1 ..• I I , ..i "" ,-' If r: 
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Standard 93-77) arc not representative of operating conditions. For example, 
the standard for testing collectors specifics solar radiation that is often higher 
than seen by the operating collectors, and wind speeds and incidence angles 
that arc lower. McCumber and Weston (1979) have indeed demonstrated that 
if the highly scattered field data for arrays is filtered from points measured at 
conditions beyond those required by the ASHRAE test standard, it clusters 
well around the straight-line HW equation. The standard also specifies only 
"instantaneous" rather than all-day efficiency,and requires quasi-steady oper
ating conditions. It is therefore worthwhile to explore the development and 
liseof standard performance characterization methods that give more realistic 
loug-tcnn operating results. 

Progress Summary The fact that larue collector arrays perform worse tllilll 
predicled hy s;ngle-col/efflJr test til/til WI/S foreseen and 111/5 i"deed nuueri

alized in most such instIII/til ;0"5. Tile basis [or comput1'1' proqrams that could 
predict (/I'ra\' bchaoior correct Iy or IIpt il/lize tlu:e/es;l/I/ 11CIs heel/ deve/aped, al/d 
the pl'OlI"al/ls s/lOlIld he enhanced (1.\ needed and made avaiiable 10 desiqners. 
A basis [or k"owiecl!lC' of wind effects on heat losses from arrays has also 
been establisluu! (.fclr Re < 8.5 x lOS, parallel flow). hut me work shollid be 

expal/(!t'd to address the entire spectrum of wind conditions, and validated 
with full-scale systems ;1/ tile natural ellv;ro"mell/. Flat pla/e collec/or per}Clr
mal/re .I/(//ldurds. suet: CIS ASHRAE 93-77, werefound /0 produce performance 

expectations tluu ce/ll/lOt he met i" [ield operation of larqe arrays and should be 
reuiewed al/(I/Clodilied/a produce "lOre reatistic results. 

4.10 Collector Performance Sensitivity to Design Parameters 

Parametric studies to determine collector performance sensitivity to its com
ponents(number of covers, their thickness, tube dimensions. tube-to-fluid heat 
transfer coefficient, plate spacings, emittance of cover plates, emittance of 
absorber plate. absorptauce of absorber plate, thermal conductivity of cover 
plates, thermal conductivity and thickness of the absorber plate, and thermal 
resistance of the insulation), 10 operating factors (type of fluid and its inlet 
temperature and now rate), and to meteorological variables (insolation, am
bicnt tcmpcrature, wind velocity, and sky temperature) have been performed 
by a number of researchers (Test 1976; Wolf ct al. 19K I; Arafa et al. 1978), 
using more derailed models than HW. The highlights of the sensitivity to the 
most influential parameters are presented ill this section. 

For a single-glazed water-heating collector, increase of the tube/lluid heat 
r ranxfr-r l'·nf·m(·i~nl lin I" ·,h"". 11\1\ L 1/....,21"'0 V ~ ......__ ~ •. N":_=_ 
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cantly and has little effect thereafter. Similarly increasing now rate (at constant 
tube/fluid heat transfer coefficient) up to 20 kg/m? hr improves efficiency 

significantly and has little effect thereafter. The (conductivity X thickness) 
product of the absorber has an important effect: Its reduction from 0.5 WIK 
to 0.00 ( W/K typically reduces the efficiency by at least one-third. The 
eflieiency increases strongly and linearly with absorber plate ubsorptuncc and 
decreases with emittance. Lowering the emittance of the cover plate from 
0.95 to 0.6 improves the efliciency by at least IO~~. The effect of insulation 
(fiberglass) thickness depends on the ambient temperature, but lillie is gained 
beyond 5 cm. 

Insolation, ambient temperature and fluid inlet temperature have an impor
tant influence on collector performance, as expected, and wind has a moderate 
effect. 

For a double-glazed collector the main difference is that there is weaker 
dependence on absorber emittance. The number of glazings has a major effect, 
but it depends strongly on the temperature difference between the absorber 
and the ambient. 

Studies of the effectof the type of fluid on collector efficiencywerecond ucted 
by Youngblood et al. (1979) who used four different fluids: water, ethylene
glycol/water solution (50% by weight), a silicone based heat transfer fluid 
(Syltherm 444),and a synthetic hydrocarbon (TherminoI44). Each of the fluids 
was tested in four types of commercial nat plate collectors. It was found that 
relative to water the other liquids reduced the collector efliciency by (I) 

2~~-4% for the ethylene-glycol/water solution, (2) 3~~-10% for Syltherm 444, 
and (3) 3.5% for Therminol 44. 

Progress Summary The adoanced models developed .IC), collector analvsis 
allow110/J(J quantill/tive sensit;v;1y analysis[or Ihe purposesoj" collector research, 
developmenl, IIlId des;lJlI. 

4.1I Summary: A Thermal Modeling Guide and Theory Outlook 

Conventional flat plate collector design and performance determination can 
still be performed quite successfully by using the Hottel- Whillier lumped 
model, but with up-to-date values for the required coefficients as described in 
the preceding sections. The most recent and probably most accurate correla
tion for the overall top heat loss coefficient is the one by Garg and Datta 
(1984). More detailed information, and somewhat better modeling, can be 
obtained by performing individual energy balances for each cover and solving 
the equations simultaneously, but with convective coefficients that arc now 

much more accurate and possibly with a more precise description of the 
radiant exchange. For collector H&D, new configurations, and materials, 
including coatings for the modification or radiative properties, two- (or even 
three-) dimensional models of the Navicr-Stokes and energy equations need 
to be solved as a conjugate problem if the most accurate representation is 
needed. 

From the thermal modeling standpoint, evacuated collectors are in one 
respect easier to model since no conduction or convection between the absor
ber and cover exists (if adequately high vacnum can be assumed). In another 
respect they arc somewhat more difficult to model due to the radiative 
transfer in the cylindrical geometry, which is often internally asymmetric (sec 
Saltiel and Sokolov 1982; Garg et al. 1983). Bhowmik and Mullick (1985) 
developed an expression for the overall top loss coeflicient for such collectors, 
for usc in an HW lumped model. Several more detailed thermal models have 
been developed (Mather 1982; BehrendorITand Tanner 1982; Rahman et al. 
1984; Banzai and Sharma 1984; the first and last ones transient) to serve as a 
good start for more precise modeling. 

Although thermal modeling of collectors was in the past restricted to steady 

state, good transient models ha vc been developed in the last decade to be used 
where appropriate. 

Receiver analysis is typical done by using three-dimensional finite difference 
or clement programs, and probably the only uncertainty is in the effects of 
natural, forced, and mixed convection, especially in large cavity receivers. 

Notes 

I. ()IlC mn y 1)I)lt: that the energy input is prunnrily in Ihe form ()r thermal rudiation (clcClrt)lllag. 

netic wave energy), nnd the losscs arc purtially ",dialive and p"nially thermal. Thc useful energy 
output is assumed 10 he only heal, and so is the energy storage term. 

2 Radiarion on the horizontal surfucc serves as Ihe basis because solar radiation is usually 
measured and reported in the horizontal plane. 
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